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Abstract 5 
Ergodic Spectrum Management (ESM)’s basic features are introduced as a cloud-based management of 6 
wireless connectivity that targets improvement of internet-user’s quality of experience.  Ergodic Spectrum 7 
Management (or ESM) learns and exploits near-ergodicity, or time-consistency, to improve a 8 
communication-link connection’s stable and efficiency use in time, space, and frequency; while using 9 
consumer quality of experience as the target metric. ESM methods can also improve existing radio 10 
resource management, particularly advancing unlicensed spectrum-use efficiency to levels at or 11 
exceeding those associated with licensed spectra, as shown herein.  ESM’s use of learned probability 12 
distributions’ dimensional (time, space, and frequency) consistencies enables latency-insensitive remote-13 
cloud-based resource management to be applied to wireless multi-user transmission.  ESM methods are 14 
developed for 3 increasingly more effective stages that correspondingly increasingly rely on data 15 
collection and functional-profile (policy) guidance of physical-layer design choices.  ESM application to 16 
either and both of existing and future unlicensed- and licensed-spectra networks is suggested as a means 17 
to improve overall wireless performance.  Examples and field data are provided to show the potential of 18 
very large improvements in wireless system connectivity, throughput, and quality of experience.    19 
 20 
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1. Introduction 63 
  64 
Ergodic Spectrum Management (ESM) methods target cloud-based remote management of 65 

wireless transmission links’ efficient and stable operation as learned from link users’ quality of 66 

experience (QoE).  Both the transmission link’s characteristics, as well as link user’s experience, 67 
have certain statistical consistencies, or ergodicities; therefore, an ESM-empowered cloud server 68 

learns and consequently exploits to manage (ideally optimize) time, space, and frequency use, 69 

and inter-user contention.  Such ESM use provides a tool for wireless network evolution that does 70 
not require computational burden at the network edge, but instead allows more efficient use of 71 

available cloud computing resources to effect large improvements in network throughput as well 72 

as in consumer-user QoE.  This paper introduces ESM basics with the goal of enabling and 73 
encouraging others to explore the concepts and pursue the area’s vast possibilities to improve 74 

wireless network use in general.   75 

 76 

Statistical consistency, or ergodicity, has enabled averaged wireless-design analysis and 77 
performance projection for several wireless-network generations to date. Such averaged analysis 78 

permits link budgets, data rates, and corresponding transmission ranges to be estimated.  The 79 

ergodic analysis is used while actual transceiver designs are based on instantaneous transceiver 80 
training/pilot packets, initially, and usually interpolated thereafter.  The average over the ergodic 81 

distributions from which channel conditions are sampled then presume the corresponding 82 

instantaneous’ designs use for each channel instance.  As bandwidths widen in modern 83 
communication systems, radio resource management (RRM) has increasingly been exploited at 84 
the appearance of a slower relative time variation (to the wider bandwidth) in these instance-85 

dependent designs, see for instance [1], [2] , and [3]1 for licensed spectra and [4], [5], and [6] for 86 

unlicensed (Wi-Fi) spectra.  Wireless RRM then increasingly approximates dynamic spectrum 87 
management’s2 (or DSM’s) slow-time-variation earlier methods used in wireline copper networks 88 

[7] where the instantaneous channel in both wireless’ RRM and wireline’s DSM is presumed 89 

tracked/learned accurately. Some DSM methods are predecessors of what wireless systems 90 
expand upon and call “Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access” or NOMA [8], [9]. However, the channel-91 

probability distribution’s slow variation can be particularly important in wireless networks where 92 

 
1 The series of documents under 5G-Xhaul at [3] has a good balance of theoretical RRM with plans for 5G standards, 
along with front-haul and back-haul, in practice in describing today’s generation of RRM in wireless licensed spectra 
and LTE. 
2 A subset of DSM is often called dynamic line management (DLM), more formally and originally known as DSM Level 
1 in fixed-line standards and efforts.  
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not all users have a common spectrum controller. ESM additionally learns and exploits any near-93 
ergodicity or consistent use patterns to improve connection stability and efficiency in use of time, 94 

space, and frequency. ESM can be viewed as a specific example of the intriguing findings and 95 

summary in [2], where ESM simplifies determination of some decoupled cloud-based delay-96 

insensitive spectra-assignment and modulation-coding choices  through artificial intelligence and 97 

learning methods for RRM. 98 

 99 

 100 
Figure 1 – ESM System Architecture 101 

  102 

Also important to ESM’s distinction from earlier RRM/DSM is differentiation of the concept 103 

of Quality of Experience (QoE) relative to Quality of Service (QoS).   Many technical works confuse 104 

QoS with QoE.   QoE is measured by the connection user’s contentment, often through promoter 105 

scores, complaint rates, corrective-action costs, or simple service churn (cancellation).  QoS is 106 

measured in more technical quantities like probability of bit/packet errors, latency, and achieved 107 

data rates.  QoE and QoS need not be well correlated.  For instance, a very good QoS may occur 108 

most of the time/use, but outages may nonetheless occur in situations readily noticed by users 109 

and thus lead to poor QoE.   Alternately, some links have good QoE even if the QoS levels are 110 

below some prescribed levels, depending on the user, place, time, and application being used.   111 

ESM can address QoE more directly, while RRM/DSM addresses QoS, as becomes evident in 112 
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Sections 4 and 5 as this paper culminates ESM will base energy-allocation decisions (as in Section 113 
3) upon ergodic probability-distribution behavior while optimizing QoE relative to those choices; 114 

however, these are related by the throughput (date rates) achieved through a direct QoE-driven 115 

choices of code rates and constellation sizes in Section 4.  116 

 117 

Traditional RRM depends on low-latency resource assignment, causing computational 118 

capability to be placed closer to the radio cells, often known as “edge computing,” or “fog 119 

computing” see [10].  This traditional RRM often presumes a nearly instantaneous knowledge of 120 

all channels, noises, and interference levels to which the edge computing must quickly respond.  121 

The instantaneous reaction then often ignores learned network/user behavior.  Alternately, 122 

traditional RRM may introduce various levels of randomness to sense and/or avoid collisions [11].  123 

Figure 1’s Learn-ed Resource Manager (LRM)3 in ESM introduces the ability to learn and exploit 124 
any statistical consistency.  ESM’s LRM can guide such  policy decisions by providing functional 125 

description on statistical consistencies of the various cell uses and dynamics.  Figure 1 also shows 126 

3 radio nodes and their sub-nodes and/or devices.  Each radio node’s coverage area has its own 127 
identification index or “color” for whatever spectra it may actively use, and dimensional uses may 128 

overlap between the radio nodes (or colors), corresponding to interference between different 129 
nodes’ signals  Devices 1b, 2a, and 2c experience interference such that RRM/ESM attempts to 130 
reduce or eliminate. The term “ergodic” formally means that time averages are equal to 131 

statistical averages.  This paper uses the term “ergodic” more loosely to mean that certain 132 
consistencies recur [12].  These consistencies may however depend on a state in which the 133 

channel, noises, and interference may likely be – thus for each state, consistent behavior is 134 

expected but not necessarily the same behavior in each state.   The current state is determined 135 

locally, but the set of possible states and their corresponding  spectra, constellation sizes, and 136 
code parameters are guided by a cloud server’s policy recommendations, which is Figure 1’s 137 

Learn-ed Resource Manager.  Ergodic approaches estimate the (possibly state-dependent) 138 

probability distribution of what will be called here the channel gains,  , defined formally in 139 

Section 2 and indexed by  .  A certain distribution’s consistency is determined to assist ESM 140 

policy guidance provided to locally implemented RRM.   Section 2 also develops a geometric-141 

equivalent model for channel gains that will correspond to wireless systems’ present-day use of 142 
channels (often themselves comprised of many tones using single-user-focused so-called 143 

 
3 This LRM is an implementable generalization of the more abstract “learner” described in recent RRM systems that 
try to introduce “machine learning” into RRM, see [2].  It is hear called “learn-ed” to emphasize it both learns and is 
considered an intelligent resource as well (so also has some function of “teacher”). 

gn
n
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“orthogonal-frequency-division multiplexing” modulation systems).  Section 2 also largely 144 
decouples spectra decisions from code/rate choices to simplify the complexity challenges that 145 

are well described in [2] and to introduce an element of learned QoE improvement 146 

 147 

Section 2 also briefly reviews Goldsmith’s original concepts in ergodic loading [13], [14], (see 148 

also [15], Chap4) for a single user while preparing for Section 3’s multi-user alterations thereof.  149 

Section 2 shifts emphasis from traditional RRM wireless’ systems design that depends on 150 

instantaneous channel gains to ESM’s learned probability distributions and correlations of these 151 

channel gains that instead guide ESM policy decisions.  In ESM, the distributions of the other 152 

users’ channel gains become mutually dependent in a jointly controlled manner when possible 153 

and prudent.  Section 3 develops intuition around these dependencies and defines 3 stages of 154 

increasing ESM sophistication that could help guide ESM’s incremental introduction into legacy 155 
networks as well as future networks with greater tunability.  Section 3 contains a few simple 156 

examples that illustrate ESM’s fundamental gains with respect to the contention-based 157 

approaches typically used in unlicensed spectra.  These stages will roughly parallel 3 DSM “levels” 158 
originally proposed in [7] and later used successfully to advance significantly fixed-line speeds 159 

and efficiencies.  Section 4 augments Section 3’s ergodic-spectra guidance with QoE-influenced 160 
additional functional-choice (policy)  specification of the modulation and coding-system (MCS) 161 
parameters by expanding traditional outage-probability metrics and mechanizing them with 162 

Markov models as adaptively learned and output-optimized. Section 4 also describes some 163 
simple distribution estimation and various methods for estimation and ESM’s use of QoE metrics.  164 

Section 5 provides some examples of correspondingly large potential ESM gains in QoE.  Section 165 

5 notes that while only using a portion of the ESM full capability significantly improves QoE, 166 

further motivating the development of more complete cloud-based application interfaces that 167 
would lead to field deployment of ESM’s fullest opportunities as theoretically projected in earlier 168 

sections.  Section 6 concludes.   Table 1 provides a list of mathematical quantities and brief 169 

corresponding explanations, along with the section in which they first appear, which the authors 170 
hope assists the reader.  171 

 172 

 
Table 1 – Defined mathematical symbols, meanings, and section of first mention 

 
Quantity Description 

 
Section # 
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𝐸[∙] Expectation over a probability distribution for the 
random variable in the argument. 

-- 

<	∙> Time average for the variable in the argument -- 
 N  Number of complex dimensions, space, time, and/or 

frequency (each complex dimension can carry one 
quadrature “QAM-style” message value in each 
symbol).  Dimensions are indexed n=1,…,N. 

2.1 

X Channel label, alphabet symbol (A,B,C, …). A channel 
is a set of commonly modulated 𝑁, complex 
dimensions 

2.1 

ℰ, ℰ̅ Average energy per symbol, and energy per complex 
dimension respectively.  A subscript of X indicates the 
energy is for the channel X, and written as ℰ,, ℰ,̅ 
 

2.1 

g, 𝒢 Channel gain or the ratio of the channel transfer 
function’s squared amplitude to the noise variance 
per complex dimension, and set of possible values for 
the channel gain, respectively.  A subscript of X 
indicates the gain is for the channel X, and written as 
𝑔3, 𝒢, .   
 

2.1 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 The SNR is a dimension’s ratio of signal to noise or 
𝑆𝑁𝑅 = ℰ ⋅ 𝑔 ; again can be indexed by X and/or n. 

2.1 

𝑏, 𝑏9 The number of bits carried per symbol and per 
complex dimension, so 𝑏 = 𝑁 ⋅ 𝑏9 ; an be indexed by 
X, with maximum 𝑏9 ≤ 𝑙𝑜𝑔=(1 + 𝑆𝑁𝑅) 

2.1 

𝑆𝑁𝑅BCD The geometric average SNR found for an aggregation 
of channels or dimensions by subtracting 1 from the 
Nth root of the product of a set of subchannels’ SNR+1 
terms ; can be indexed by X. 

2.1 

Γ Forney’s gap parameter that characterizes most well-
used coding methods to relate actual bit rate 
achieved (at given probability of error) to SNR as 𝑏9 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔= F1 +

GHI
J
K. 

2.2 

K A water-level-constant in the water-filling 
optimization’s determined best energies for each 
channel (or dimension), where ℰ = K − J

N
 

2.2 

γP A threshold for the gain such that no energy is 
transmitted by water filling if 𝑔 < γP 

2.2 

𝑢 An integer user index when more than one user of the 
communication system is present (U is number of 
users) 

2.3 
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𝑅𝑆𝑅𝑃S,, Received Signal Reference Power for user u in channel 
X. 

2.3 

𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼S,, Received Signal Strength Indicator for user u in 
channel X. (differs from RSRP in that other users signal 
energy is included in RSSI, but not in RSRP) 

2.3 

ℎS,, The channel transfer function for user u in channel X. 2.3 
Q The Q-function for probability of error, or a unitary 

matrix (meaning clear from context) 
2.4 

pN Probability distribution for the channel gains 2.4 
C The constellation used for transmission (may be 

indexed by subscript of X or n). 
2.4 

Bold/underline Vector quantity  
|∙| Cardinality, or number of members in a finite set given 

in the argument; e.g., |𝐶| is the constellation size. 
2.4 

0 < r < 1 Code rate 2.4 
𝑑^_CC(𝑟) Code’s free distance, which is a function of code rate 

chosen for particular class of codes used by designer 
2.4 

𝑃C  Probability of symbol error (bar denotes per 
dimension) 

2.4 

𝑃abc Outage Probability (probability that transmission is 
unreliable) 

2.4 

𝑔 Vector of channel gains for U users. 
 

2.5 

𝐛 Vector of channel bits for U users. 
 

3 

ℰ(𝑔) Energy function/policy specified as a function of the 
value for the channel gain.  This can be indexed for 
each channel with subscript of X. 

3 

 θ,  d Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience 
(QoE) observables 

3.1, 4 

ℒ Lagrangian used for Stage 2 ESM 3.2 
ω,ϕ U-dimensional Lagrangian convex weight vectors for 

energy and rate respectively 
3.2 

𝑉S Volume of data for user u 3.2 
H A channel matrix from all antenna inputs to all 

antenna outputs (may be indexed by user u and band 
X and also dimension n).  May also have subscript of 
down or up for downlink and uplink transmissions 
respectively.  May be factored as H=QR or H=RQ in 
“qr” factorization 

3.3 

x, y, n Channel input, output, noise respectively 3 
( )o Indicates pseudoinverse 3.3 
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LLR Log likelihood ratio (log of probability of binary 
variable / 1 – same prob) 

 

𝑀𝐶𝑆 Modulation and Coding System – may be specified as 
a function of channel gain 

4 

𝛃 Vector of weights used to convert QoS to QoE in LLR 
construction. 

4.1 

 173 

2. Resource Dimensionality, Loading, and Statistics 174 
 175 

Resources in this paper will be measured in dimensions.  Dimensions in modern wireless 176 

communication networks can occur traditionally in time and frequency, but also increasingly in 177 

space where increasing numbers of antennas are used to improve system performance.  178 

Generally these dimensions are viewed as system resources. Power is sometimes also viewed as 179 
a resource in that power (or really energy) can be assigned (or not) on any subset or on all the 180 

available dimensions. There may be a probability associated with that energy assigned as well, 181 
but the assignment of any non-zero probability of non-zero energy to any dimension is a use of 182 

that dimensional resource. This section generically casts dimensional resources as first equal in 183 

contribution and avoids specifically associating them with time, frequency, or space but rather 184 
an equal partitioning of available resources.   There will a finite number of space/time/frequency 185 

dimensions per symbol, and transmissions of successive symbols is presumed.  Such presumption 186 

tacitly will require an overall ESM symbol clock in some situations, for which the corresponding 187 
synchronization can be approximated in actual systems, but may become more exact in the most 188 

sophisticated highest-gain cases.  As this section progresses, ESM’s resource partitioning shifts 189 

from an all-dimensions-are-equal deterministic view to a statistical view based on the probability 190 
the dimensional resource is useful.  Several examples will illustrate ESM’s improvement upon 191 

collision-detection methods, and even in some cases on perfectly deterministic RRM.  This 192 

section thus prepares for alteration of original single-user ergodic approaches to Section 3’s 193 
multi-user cases. 194 

 195 
2.1 Multi-dimensional Channel Generics 196 

 197 

Loading (see [14]) refers to the assignment of energy and information (a sub-function of 198 

coding and modulation) to a channel’s possibly variable-quality4 dimensions that may not 199 

 
4 Variable quality could be viewed in time as “time-variant,” in frequency as “frequency-selective” channel filtering, 
or as the different gains on different spatial paths, etc. 
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necessarily all have the same gain and noise.   Figure 2 illustrates this for 4 channels, each of 200 
which themselves may have many “dimensions”5, which dimensions in some cases may not have 201 

each the same amplitude and noise.   As in Figure 2’s second row, ESM often represents a channel 202 

by an equivalent constant dimension repeated a certain number of times per symbol, which in 203 

turn can 204 

 205 
Figure 2 – Nested loading. 206 

generalize into a probability that a certain type of dimension/resource is available.  Loading for 207 
single-user channels is addressed in detail in [14], (see also [15] Chapter 4).  Figure 2’s Channel A 208 

uses variable energy on the dimensions to maximize performance, while Channels B and C use 209 
equal energy on all dimensions.  Channels B and C, though, each have different total energy.  210 

Channel D uses equal energy or zero energy on its dimensions.  Channel A might be 211 

representative of a massive MIMO6 system with many spatial channels, each spatial channel of 212 
which has different gain and SNR. Channel A could also correspond to the frequency dimensions 213 

of a wireline system.  Other types of communication links might also produce Channel A.  214 

 
5 A dimension can be thought of as a time slot, a subcarrier/tone, or a spatial dimension.  This paper focuses on 
wireless transmission using some base quadrature modulation on each dimension, so a dimension is viewed as a 
complex dimension, or thus two real dimensions.   
6 MIMO = Multiple Input Multiple Output, but really means systems with multiple antennas per user in this work. 
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Channels B and C might be wireless Coded-OFDM7 systems that use a constant energy on all 215 
subcarriers within a specific channel.  Channel D could correspond to a wireless system that 216 

aggregates two channels for transmission that are perhaps not contiguously located in frequency.   217 

Channel D could also represent 4 spatial streams, of which 3 are used.  Any dimension has a SNR 218 

defined by 219 

  , (1) 220 

where  is the average transmit energy used on the dimension,  is the total energy 221 

used over  dimensions, and  is the “channel gain” that basically represents the channel 222 

energy gain/attenuation normalized to the dimensional noise energy. For Figure 2, 223 

 and .  Loading decides the transmit energy 224 

assigned to each dimension.   There may be many loading criteria, resulting in variable or flat 225 
energy distributions.  The gain   is a function of the given channel and cannot be changed (by 226 

the designer) and is viewed as random in ESM.   The maximum bit rate  for such a channel (with 227 
any  value) is well known to be  228 

  , (2) 229 

with the per-dimensional quantity   computed from the total number of bits  transmitted 230 

over  dimensions as .  For Figure 2,  .  For any energy on a channel’s 231 

dimensions, this distribution and channel may always be represented by an equivalent geometric 232 

single-SNR channel that has the same information-bearing capacity,  .  That equivalent, or 233 

geometric, SNR is given exactly, for example for Channel A, by (with  being the SNR for 234 

dimension  of Channel A) 235 

  . (3) 236 

Since good loading methods [14] will typically not assign energy to channels (or dimensions) 237 

where the SNR is not significantly greater than 1, Equation (3) is often approximated by dropping 238 

the 1 terms; then appearing exactly as the geometric SNR equal to the  root of the product 239 

of the   constituent dimensional SNR’s.  In this case by assigning constant energy   to the 240 

 
7 OFDM = Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, a system that uses equal energy on all of a set of adjacent 
frequency dimensions that often appears in wireless communication standards like Wi-Fi and LTE. 
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equivalent channel in  instances, the channel gains also can be represented by their 241 

geometric average as 242 

   (4) 243 

and thus 244 

  . (5) 245 

As Figure 2 illustrates, a nested-loading problem can now be solved for the constant energy 246 
assigned for the channel set (as if it were a single “wider” dimension) and an overall aggregate 247 

geometrical SNR can then present the channel set: 248 

  . (6) 249 

 250 

Equation (6) can also be accurately approximated by dropping all the 1 terms while only 251 

including loaded channels.   Figure 2 though does show  as not being loaded (zero energy 252 

assigned), so Channel C’s 1 term should not be ignored and consequently that zero-SNR term 253 
then trivially exits the formula in (6) as a unity gain factor.   The overall nested loading problem 254 

would assign constant (or zero) energy to each of the geometric-equivalent channels’ dimensions 255 

(but possibly different energy to different geometric-equivalent channels).  The channels’ 256 

dimensions relative to the total N,  , could be viewed as a discrete 257 

probability distribution. Further,  could be viewed as the average 258 

probability that a certain resource (dimension) is used.  The values in the distribution represent 259 

the probability that a dimension appears in a certain channel.  Roughly speaking, this probability 260 
corresponds to the likelihood that a certain channel “resource” is available to be used.  With such 261 

interpretation, the probability is the trivial ratio   and is no longer a function of the channel 262 

gains (and thus noises).  However, the probability concept could be generalized to correspond to 263 

the probability that a certain channel resource is available, with fading, gains, interference from 264 

other users, and noises taken into an account.  Such a conceptual interpretation is particularly 265 

useful in ESM when the probability of certain channel conditions is known or more importantly 266 
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can be estimated. These estimated channel gains’ ( ’s) probabilities become ESM-LRM’s 267 

inputs to set energy-use policy.  This probability of  concept expands into the concept of 268 

ergodic loading that appears later in this section, which then become the foundation for Section 269 

3’s multi-user extension of ergodic loading in ESM. 270 

 271 
Figure 2’s ESM channels could be considered to be different channels in an IEEE 802.11-series  272 

Wi-Fi system (each typically 20 MHz wide, but could be power-of-2 multiples of 20 MHz) or in 273 

same-frequency-bandwidth transmission systems.  In LTE, these are known as resource blocks 274 
(or resource units), typically corresponding to 12-tone groups (180 kHz wide) of a Coded-OFDM 275 

system over certain time slots of duration 0.5 ms (usually containing 6 or 7 successive OFDM 276 

symbols) [16].  This concept has somewhat abstractly been also called the “all-band” wireless 277 
system by Ericsson [17]. The system might even further combine a fixed-line DSL DMT8 or DOCSIS 278 

3.1 Coded-OFDM system with wireless channels, with the former themselves each viewed as 279 
channels.   In effect, the aggregate forms a “channel of channels.”   Narrowband low-power-280 
wireless-area-networks (LPWANs) could also be considered each as a channel in this context.  281 

These LPWANs can include wireless systems such as Bluetooth9 , LTE-M’s narrowband IoT10 282 

(Internet of Things), or LoRa11 (long range).  Dimensions in this context are probabilistically 283 

weighted partitions of resources (each partition base element typically corresponds to a certain 284 

single least-common-divisor use of time, frequency, and space over all channel resources; 285 
different probabilities scaling with the number of such base units).  286 

 287 

2.2 Water-filling as a dimension-management tool 288 
 289 

The water-filling energy allocation to a set of parallel independent channels (or dimensions) 290 

dates to Shannon [4], [18], [19] and various methods for computing it appear in [14], [15].  Of 291 

particular importance here is water-filling distribution’s energy assignment per channel 292 

according to  293 

 
8 DMT or Discrete MultiTone is an OFDM method that adaptively sets each dimension’s energy and gain, unlike the 
equal energy and information in OFDM methods [7].  As such DMT represents upper bound on OFDM performance 
and more closely parallels Shannon’s original capacity recommendations. 
9 Bluetooth was original IEEE standard 802.15.1, but is now maintained by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group, for 
more information see https://www.bluetooth.com .  
10 3GPP LTE’s Release 13. 
11 Long Range low-power transmission methods for narrow band internet of things communication, see https://lora-
alliance.org for more information. 
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 294 

  . (7) 295 

In Equation (7), the energy input to the  channel12 is  ; Forney’s [15] “coding-gap” parameter 296 

 characterizes the applied code’s capability, with  implying a capacity achieving 297 

code is used13;  is the water-level constant; and the  channel (or dimensional) gain is defined 298 

by 299 

  , (8) 300 

where the “noises” can include interference from other users who simultaneously attempt to use 301 

that same channel.  The channel amplification/attenuation is just the respective squared 302 

increase/decrease in the transmitted signal voltage to its noise-free component at the receiver 303 

input.  Water-filling essentially says that the sum of the energy and the inverse gain14 is constant 304 
on all used subchannels.  The term used is italicized because water-filling will zero certain 305 

channels as being unable to solve Equation (7) with positive energy.   Normal water-filling will 306 

order the  from largest   to smallest   and choose the largest  such that (to 307 

maximize data rate or total bits carried b) the equation  is satisfied with 308 

all non-negative energies, and  is the total energy allowed. Water-filling can be viewed 309 

with the ordered set of channel gains as the transmit per-dimension rule of “transmit if good 310 

enough” (with  ) or 311 

  . (9) 312 

 
12 Channel could mean “dimension” (or really a set of dimensions as in Figure 2’s nested loading) or it could more 
simply mean the base-unit dimension for the tones/slots of a single channel.  
13 Equations (3) - (6) assume that .  For more on  , (see  [15], Chapter 1). 
14 The inverse gain is channel-input-referred noise component, similar to the noise figure often used in 
communication systems; the noise figure typically reserved for analog front-ends (antenna and subsequent 
amplification electronics) but has the same “noise on the output referred to the input” quantity used here by 
Shannon’s water-filling.  The noise figure is the ratio of the inverse gain to the inherent lower bound of pure thermal 
noise. 
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 The rate-adaptive15 water-level constant  can also be viewed as the sum of the used-313 

dimension average energy  (  is the energy per dimension, so with 314 

 the water-fill loading process increases energy on average for the better used 315 

dimensions) and the gap-scaled average inverse gain  〈 u
B∗
〉 ≜ y

H∗
z y

B{

H∗

|}y
 , so  316 

  . (10) 317 

The dimensional average uses angle brackets to indicate they are over time, space, or frequency 318 

and do not correspond to averages over the channel input or noise distributions.   These may also 319 

be viewed here as “ergodic averages.”  A useful water-filling interpretation (with G=0 dB) is that 320 
the transmit energy on any used dimension exceeds (or deceeds) the average transmit energy by 321 

an amount that is equal to the amount by which the channel gain deceeds (exceeds) the average 322 
channel gain or (with unit gap or perfect codes): 323 

    . (11) 324 

When the channel gains  are viewed as random with each value in each index (dimension) 325 

having probability  , then indeed  and  would 326 

correspond to the averages over this indexed/dimensional distribution.  Similarly, to minimize 327 

energy for a given data rate or total bits over all channels, dual margin-adaptive (MA) water-328 

filling instead chooses the largest  such that  is satisfied with all non-329 

negative energies.  By defining and   , this MA water-level constant 330 

can be also written as  331 

 
15 Rate adaptive means the criterion is to maximize the data rate or sum of data rates b over all the dimensions given 
fixed total energy ℰ (which is the sum of energies for the dimensions).  Margin adaptive is a dual criterion that first 
minimizes the total energy given a fixed target total data rate b, and secondly then to boost the “margin” relative to 
the minimum energy to the allowed energy level. 
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  . (12) 332 

These water-filling formulas presume the (single-user) RRM knows the channel gains 333 

instantaneously and accurately at both the transmitter and the receiver, and the statistical 334 

interpretation just appears superfluous, as yet. 335 

 336 

2.3 Calculation of the channel gain 337 
 338 
 The channel gain for user  in channel  is  .  This quantity is a derived quantity 339 

from other reported QoS parameters.   There are two major standardized, measured, and 340 
reported wireless parameters that are the Received Signal Reference Power (RSRP) and the 341 
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). They are formally defined as 342 

   (13) 343 

 and 344 

  , (14) 345 

where  ,  and,  are respectively the average magnitude of the channel transfer 346 

functions, the transmitted energy, and the noise variance for the corresponding user u and band 347 

X.  RSRP measures only a single user’s channel output energy for a specific reference signal that 348 

is known to the receiver (allowing averaging in the receiver to remove the effect of other users 349 
and of noise).  RSSI measures the total received energy from all users together with the noise.  350 
The channel gain is derived via 351 

  . (15) 352 

The channel transfer function 
 
can be derived in (13) because the transmitted energy  353 

will be known.   Knowing a particular set of simultaneously occurring  implies also 354 

knowing the set of simultaneously occurring  , which values will help the LRM 355 

compute iterative water-filling algorithm in Section 3.  356 
  357 
2.4 Ergodic Water-Filling 358 
 359 

ESM guides loading decisions through a statistically based function of the instantaneously 360 
measured channel gain (or gains).  The LRM computes the probability distribution over the 361 
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channel gains, as  , over a discrete set of gain values (ranges), .  The instantaneous 362 

geometric-average channel gain value  for  may also be all that is 363 

known at the local radio node’s transmitter via an initial training process for each channel use or 364 

for very recent history.  The instantaneous transmitted packet’s  value is often feedback (or 365 

“channel state information” CSI)  to the transmitter through a training protocol often called 366 

channel sounding using what Wi-Fi, for instance, calls an NDP (null data packet) [4] (Chapter 13). 367 
LTE runs continuously on the channel with the channel gains instead interpolated from 368 

embedded training pilots that basically range through the used channels.   This instantaneous 369 

CSI should be distinguished from statistical CSI that corresponds to a presumption or calculation 370 
(See Section 2.5) of the probability distribution of the channel gains.  The CSI (or instantaneous 371 

CSI) is computed at the radio node while the statistical CSI is computed in the LRM.  The energy 372 

transmitted for a specific value  is .  An ergodic water-filling solution, first found by A. 373 

Goldsmith and summarized in her book [13] , generalizes for a discrete distribution [14] [15] 374 

(Chapter 4) to maximize the average data rate 375 

   (16) 376 

subject to an average energy constraint of 377 
  (17) 378 

Where pg is the probability of gain g. Maximization of (16) leads to the ergodic water-filling 379 
constant as 380 

  , (18) 381 

 382 

where  is the largest set of the (ordered again from largest to smallest) gains’ range values for 383 

the discrete distribution for which all energies in (10) are non-negative.  The ergodic water level 384 

generalizes Equation (10)’s uniform distribution over the used channels and replaces it by a more 385 

general distribution  over the used channels that have sufficiently large gain, but then 386 

otherwise retains Equation (10).  Ergodic water-filling replaces the deterministic resource index 387 

 by the channel gain value  .  However, ESM also requires the instantaneous channel gain to 388 

be known locally at the transmitter and also follows Equation (9) or also (11).  Essentially, single-389 
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user ergodic water-filling differs from normal water-filling only in the calculation of the water-fill 390 
constant .   391 

2.4.1 Outage probability and loading for ergodic channels 392 
 393 

As in [14], when the spectra/channels’ energies are determined, the traditional-RRM 394 

radio node locally decides two code parameters that are the constellation size  (nominally 395 

chosen from among BSPK, 4QAM, 16QAM, 64QAM, …. , 4096QAM) and code rate   (typically, 396 

code rates are simple fractions like  created by puncturing a rate ½ convolutional 397 

code to have less redundancy16.  With reasonable code decisions (fixed gap), the water-filling 398 

spectrum decisions are independent of the code choice.  When the code is capacity achieving (0 399 

dB gap), then the data rate is simply determined by the well known  formula; but 400 

for realistic codes, the code rate and constellation size are independently (of energy policy) 401 
computed for each channel with constant SNR over the band. A possible local radio-node Quality 402 

of Service (QoS) objective for , which uses a channel-gain threshold parameter  for 403 

optimization also, is effectively equivalent to the following problem statement: 404 

  . (19) 405 

Where, for instance on a channel with additive white Gaussian noise, the average probability of 406 

symbol error, with average number of adjacent constellation points ,   is (limited by a 407 

specified maximum tolerable level  ) 408 

   (20) 409 

and the probability of outage17 is 410 

  . (21) 411 

The code distance profile versus rate is known as  and is known for the codes allowed in 412 

the radio node.  The formulation in (19)-(21) assumes the receiver correctly erases (or soft 413 

decodes) channels with  ; decoder imperfections simply tighten this inequality constraint. 414 

The parameter  on the sum’s index is chosen to satisfy both (20) and (21).  Equation (20) admits 415 

 
16 More generally numbers between  when more general LDPC, Polar, or other codes are used. 
17 The difference in these two very similar equations is in the index of summation. 
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also an overall data-rate ordering  that can be checked to solve the QoS 416 

optimization problem by successively testing this ordering’s overall optimized data rate in (19) 417 

until the performance objectives in (20) and (21) are met.  418 

 419 

2.4.2 Nesting with Ergodic Water Filling 420 
 421 

Nested loading with ergodic water-filling presumes that a geometric average channel gain 422 

is available locally (at the radio node) for each channel and for its corresponding packet and/or 423 

“time slot.”   Thus, the lowest level loading is performed locally in the radio node.  The ergodic 424 

decision then may simply become “use or don’t use” a certain channel at a certain time, along 425 

with the energy level to use that is based on the instantaneous measured channel gain.   For a 426 
single user, this is relatively simple.   Section 3 will progress to multiple users where the joint 427 

probability distributions tacitly (Stage 1 ESM, see Section 3) or explicitly (Stage 2 ESM, Section 3) 428 
will be needed to create a useful multi-user form of ergodic water-filling.  Again there a level of 429 
local deterministic water-fall underlies an overall averaging.  430 

  431 
In ESM, the local transmitter will know only the gain for its own channels 432 

, and the LRM will know the distribution of such values, but not the 433 

instantaneous value.  The LRM will provide energy-use-policy guidance to the local transmitter 434 

and code-use policy as a function of the locally measured gain value,  , and which essentially 435 

amounts to supplying the water-fill constant as this policy in the simple cases viewed so far. 436 

Equation (18) can be rewritten, by defining the probability of channel gains  that 437 

that corresponds only to used resources after the optimization selects the set ,  as indexed 438 

through the channel gain (or inverse gain), as 439 

 , (22) 440 

with the distribution on the used set  defined as 441 

  . (23) 442 
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The ergodic water-fill factor  in (22) is similar to the factor  in (non-ergodic) water-443 

fill and corresponds again to only the better channels using the available energy.  The energies 444 
are again determined, now indexed by , as 445 

  . (24) 446 

In practice, the usable range of energies is typically close to on/off as in (non-ergodic) 447 

water-filling because the factor   will be small relative to the water-fill level   in practice 448 

on the used channels with large-enough channel gains for significant data-rate transmission (and 449 

be very large for the poor channels that cannot be used).  This is because data rate contribution 450 
is very small when the SNR is low, and thus “edge SNRs” contribute little on most practical 451 

channels of interest.  The LRM cannot know the current instantaneous  value.  For a single 452 

user, the decision of energy and coding parameters to use could be guided by the LRM through 453 

ESM’s functional specification, or set, of spectra/codes for each locally measured geometric 454 
channel gain.   Thus, while feedback of instantaneous  values for each dimension is impractical, 455 

the LRM knows and specifies the set  of possible values along with the associated energy 456 

use; for instance the energy for Figure 2’s channels X=A, B, C, and D, at a certain time of day in a 457 

certain location (or user) could have arisen from such policy specification.   These are the locally 458 

measured  that are the inputs to the LRM’s provided energy-policy function.   If the average 459 

bit rate is fixed in (16), there is a corresponding dual ergodic water-filling solution for minimum 460 

average energy where (with  ) 461 

  . (25) 462 

 463 

ESM generalizes the concept of resource use from the fraction of used dimensions to a probability 464 

distribution, and when nesting loading over many channels,  .  ESM transforms the 465 

overall SNR in (6) into  466 
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  . (26) 467 

While these generalizations may as yet appear superfluous for a single user, they become more 468 

helpful to comprehend their alternatives in Section 3’s ESM multi-user case. 469 
 470 

2.5 Probability Distribution Estimation 471 
 472 

This subsection suggests some methods for single-user and multi-user channel 473 

probability-distribution estimation in two successive subsections (2.5.1 and 2.5.2).  The single-474 

user distribution can be used in single-user ergodic water-filling.  The multi-user distribution can 475 
be used in Section 3.  The division of time into epochs that may be different from one another 476 

but consistent within each group for instance most basically would use periods of nominal user 477 
behavior.  For instance, a 24-hour day can be divided into 96 15-minute periods, which is common 478 
in many telecommunication maintenance systems.  Each of these corresponds to certain 479 

common user behaviors.  For instance, the peak-use periods in residences tend to between 7pm 480 

and 10pm in the evening, while minimal-use periods are often 2am to 4am.  Each of these 2-3 481 
hour periods will exhibit common statistics and use, but the statistics might be quite different 482 

between the peak- and minimal-use periods.  For this reason, the ergodic probability distributions 483 

would be separately estimated in these periods.   These might be further identified by weekend 484 
periods versus week-day periods (and even holidays).  Business systems uses tend to be in the 485 

working hours of the day, and less heavy in the evenings and weekends.  Determining common 486 

probability distributions is the area known as statistical inference, and beyond the scope of this 487 
paper, but the reader is referred to any of the many fine texts on this subject, for instance [20]. 488 

 489 
2.5.1 Estimation of a single user probability distribution. 490 
 491 

The channel gains,   , themselves can be continuously distributed between 0 492 

(channel is unusable) and some reasonable maximum value.  The range of gain values thus needs 493 

discretization for ESM.   Equation (20) provides a reasonable way to discretize the gains’ range 494 

SNRgeo = 1+ SNRgeo,A( )pgeo ,A ⋅ 1+ SNRgeo,B( )pgeo ,B ⋅ 1+ SNRgeo,C( )pgeo ,C ⋅ 1+ SNRgeo,D( )pgeo ,D −1

ggeo,X
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by looking at the minimum gain levels necessary at a presumed nominal transmit power spectral 495 

density (  ) and target random-error probability level (say ), as per18 496 

  , (27) 497 

according to the allowed values for  for the given code, where free-distance is given 498 

as a function of rate for some known applied code(s) as  .  Finer resolution of gains is 499 

possible, but perhaps of diminishing value.   The solutions of (19)  provide the successive gain 500 

regions’ endpoints that are typically characterized or represented by the lowest gain value at the 501 

region’s lower boundary.   Each of these ranges can correspond to certain interference situations 502 
(different sets of other active users for instance as in the EIW example in Section 3) or also to the 503 

channel’s attenuation varying with user/environmental movement/change (or both).  For ESM, 504 

these gain ranges each can correspond to the current measured values of  for different 505 

channels  that are reported to the LRM.  The gains create a range segment 506 

  , (28) 507 

where . The measured set of all  (with  an observation-interval index) for 508 

a certain channel   will have size  that is the total number of measurements.  Each of the 509 

sets will have a size  that equals the number of measurements that fall in range segment 510 

 .   511 

After a sufficient number of such measurements for each channel, the gain distribution 512 

can be estimated from the set of measured gains  for that channel as 513 

  . (29) 514 

Typically, the total number of observation intervals should be at least ten times larger than the 515 

number of ranges in the discrete distribution  to ensure that distribution-estimation error is 516 

relatively small.   If such distributions are computed for different times of day, then this rule 517 

 

18 The Q-function is defined as  which is non integrable in closed form, but heavily 

used and tabulated.   is its unique inverse function, which can also be tabulated.  
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should hold true for all such computed distributions individually corresponding to their 518 
respective times of day.   A good estimate-accuracy measure is that the distribution no longer 519 

changes much with additional measurements; that is, the distribution appears “ergodic.” The 520 

distribution would not immediately remain ergodic if a new radio node or user is introduced that 521 

has not previously been observed.  Entire textbooks, see for instance [20], have been written on 522 

the subject of statistical inference, which attempts to estimate distributions or if a distribution 523 

has changed. A simple, but perhaps not optimum, method computes the moments such as mean 524 

and variance of the distribution �̂�g,X at each observation interval or the statistical distances of 525 

empirical distributions at each observation interval in place of moments. Most commonly used 526 

statistical distances include Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics and Kullback-Leibler divergence [21]. 527 

If that moments or statistical distances have changed more than previously observed variation 528 

of earlier ergodic values, then policy recommendation should be suspended until the new 529 
distribution stabilizes. Movement of the radio node or a subtended device/user) can also cause 530 

such change.  Such movement does not prevent an average “ergodic” distribution appearance if 531 

the movements are roughly consistent (for instance movement down a hallway that occur often 532 
during a certain time of day, or even movements down a roadway by vehicles using the ESM 533 

channel spectra fairly consistently).  The estimation process can average the distribution over 534 
several intervals by using a sliding block of intervals that simply averages the distributions found 535 
for each of the intervals within the sliding block.   Alternatively, an exponential fading window 536 

can update the distribution according to  537 

  , (30) 538 

which will exponentially reduce the effect of old data more gradually while introducing new data 539 
with highest weight  where  , but typically close to 1.   However, in many situations 540 
the distributions will be consistent at certain times/places.  This will be particularly evident in 541 

indoor networks where most users/things are not frequently changing position, and/or the same 542 
positions of use are often also common at certain times of day.  Consistent movements may 543 

degrade channel gains on average, but the averages may still be consistent and reliable in that 544 

degradation.  545 
 546 

2.5.2 Estimation of a multi-user channel-gain vector 547 
 548 

This subsection extends the distribution estimation to a random, dimensional gain 549 

vector ’s distribution across all users, where  is the number of users.  Such joint-distribution 550 

estimation with reasonably large number of users (even just a few to 10’s) can become draconian 551 

pg ,new = 1− λ( ) ⋅ pg ,old + λ ⋅ pg ,current
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computationally with Subsection 4.3.1’s simple range-segment counting method, because the 552 
number of measurements rapidly becomes astronomical with the straightforward counting 553 

method applied to a joint distribution  (the number of measurements required grows 554 

exponentially with ).   A table can be used to describe this joint discrete distribution.  The chain 555 
rule of probability can help reduce this complexity 556 

  , (31) 557 

by recognizing that any order of the users will produce the same product.  Indeed, all the possible 558 

conditional probabilities of one user given any set of the others are possible according to which 559 

users are simultaneously active at any observation interval. In (31), such interpretation provides 560 
upon each measurement interval an opportunity to update the entire product (assuming some 561 

value for other users’ prior conditional probabilities, and similarly for different other users’ post 562 

conditional probabilities).   The computed joint distribution can be averaged with the last joint 563 
distribution computed (sliding block or exponentially windowed).   The entire product can be 564 

initialized by assuming all users are independent or effectively any users for which there is yet no 565 

joint data are independent and simplify in (31).   The probability distribution can be initialized by 566 

  , (32) 567 

where only those users who’ve been active for sufficient number of intervals are included in the 568 

product.  At any point in time when a  is reported, the LRM checks for all other active users 569 

reported at that time to form set  , and then this reported distribution is then the term 570 

 in (31).  Combinations not observed simultaneously present over multiple 571 

observation intervals would have their terms eventually zeroed though equation (31). 572 

 573 

More interesting is the correlation between different users’ distribution values.  For instance, 574 

a certain value of channel gain for User 1 may be often (or nearly always) associated with another 575 

value for User 2.  Many other combinations will be zero, corresponding to a sparse table for  576 

(namely many zero or very small entries that can be assumed zero).  In products like (31), various 577 

terms may have values that are nonzero (or significant) only when other users specific channel 578 
gain values occur, and are otherwise zero for all other combinations.  This simply means that 579 

interference between users basically occurs in certain pairings or tuples for  .   Essentially 580 

the channel gain value on one user may well suggest which other users are active and which are 581 

silent when it is observed.  The set may be one of up to  possible such sets.  Each user  582 
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has a probability distribution function of its gain  and all the other users  channel 583 

gain values.  Again, this function will be effectively zero for all but a few channel-gain vector 584 

settings.  Those non-zero settings correspond to (ergodic) patterns of mutual interference. The 585 

LRM will also know for reported  the corresponding levels of reported .  These, if 586 

changed, over subsequent measurements can be used to callibrate any such energy changes by 587 

using the derived associated set (see Section 2.4) of channel transfer functions to 588 

adjust the value of any user’s (or all users’) .  Only the LRM needs to know these pairings as 589 

becomes evident in Section 3.   These pairings will be a function also of the channels available 590 

  for each non-zero-probability set.   For a particular user  ‘s  values, the 591 

corresponding values of will thus be known basically by the non-zero entries of the of the 592 

 tabulation .   593 

3. ESM Stages 594 
 595 

Table 2 summarizes 3 ESM stages of increasing cloud-based resource management.  596 
Subsection 3.1’s Ergodic Iterative Water-filling (EIW) is a form of Stage 1 management where 597 

the cloud manager receives supplied historical channel-gain values and time-correlates these 598 

individual-user values with those of other users through the non-zero  table entries as in 599 

Section 2.5.2.  These gains are collected historically with time stamps (see Section 5) for each 600 
radio node’s (RN’s) users and subtended connections.  These time stamps allow a periodicity of 601 
observed ergodicity – that is presuming the statistical consistency occurs for certain times of day 602 

or week, but there may be different statistical consistencies at different times of the day.  While 603 
it may be possible to infer joint channel-gain distributions across multiple radio nodes’ 604 
connections, the Stage 1 ESM LRM finds the non-zero-probability values of and uses the 605 

corresponding sets to implement Subsection 3.1’s iterative water-filling process that will produce 606 

a recommended spectrum policy  for each value of  that is communicated by the LRM 607 

to the radio node for user  .  The local radio node otherwise operates mostly independent of 608 

the LRM.  Individual channel-gain probability distributions may be computed to estimate the 609 

probability of data rates achieved and corresponding energy levels that can possibly attempted 610 

by different user sets that can arise, as well as average values and percentile performance levels.   611 

Subsection 3.2’s Stage 2 ESM more aggressively applies spectral constraints based upon joint 612 
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distributions for radio nodes with sub radio nodes or across mesh networks where more severe 613 
and comprehensive interference occurs. 614 

 615 

 616 
Table 2 – ESM progression through increasingly sophisticated stages. 617 

 618 
Stage 2 ESM uses more sophisticated optimum spectrum balancing methodologies.  Stage 2 619 

may better extend also to mesh situations where there are sub radio networks within a given 620 

radio node’s coverage as shown in Figure 1’s middle (red) radio-node coverage. Stage 2 in its full 621 
form would result in more complicated multi-user functional guidance to radio nodes.  However,  622 

Subsection 3.2 develops methods to simplify the guidance to the same level as Stage 1 in the 623 
context that Stage 2 solutions always select mutually exclusive channel-use patterns.  This is a 624 

quasi-distributed form of null-space steering methods, as described in [22] and [23], but here in 625 
ESM for systems without instantaneous central control of all radio nodes.  Stage 3 represents a 626 

higher-level ability for a neighborhood of radio nodes' spectra use to be additionally well 627 

synchronized and coordinated based again on ergodicity and not instantaneous conditions.  Stage 628 
3 Vectored ESM guides and improves RRM across a group of radio nodes that otherwise were 629 

individually optimizing within their own limits.  Typically, a Stage 3 system may have radio nodes 630 

and devices that have many antennas and can follow (phase lock to) a common symbol clock 631 
accurately – their spectra, space, and time use can be yet better coordinated than Stage 1 or 632 

Stage 2.  Such methods would be well suited to DAS [24], 5G-DSL [25], and/or ComP/FeICIC [26] 633 

methods. 634 
 635 

ESM Stage 1 (Subsection 3.1, IW)
Each RN knows & reports its users’ channel gains 

LRM distributes energy, code policy as function of local ggeo

ESM Stage 3 (Subsection 3.3, Vectored ESM)
Users report an index (color-indication)

and measured channel’s to LRM
RN’s assumed to have more antennas than total users

LRM practices vectored spatial reuse and resource optimization
A common symbol clock is created

ESM Stage 2 (Subsection 3.2, ODMA guidance)
LRM investigates OOD solutions, along with IW

Functional energy-use policy is on/off, but globally coordinated

Better performance

More coordination
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Figure 3 illustrates management-information flows in any stage ESM ecosystem.  636 
 637 

 638 
Figure 3 – ESM ecosystem 639 

 640 
The system has physically separate radio nodes that may only coordinate (for ESM purposes) 641 
indirectly through the cloud-based LRM.  One element of the parameter vector 𝜽 is the 642 
throughput (data rate) of the user connection, which is how the spectral choices of this section 643 

(using the generalization of Section 2’s loading methods) are linked to the modulation and coding 644 
parameters optimized for QoE in Section 4.  The information provided by the radio nodes to the 645 
LRM are the channel gains for any/all subtended connections to devices (or sub radio nodes), any 646 

measured interference transfer gains/phases (only Stage 3 ESM), and QoS parameters like times 647 
of use, outages, packet errors, previously achieved data rates and corresponding conditions (See 648 

Sections 4 and 5), all possibly time-stamped  The ESM control information provided to the radio 649 

nodes are policy functions, to be considered for use by the radio-node.  The inputs for these 650 

policy functions are the future local-radio-node channel gains measured (or derived, See Section 651 
2.4) instantaneously.   As this section illustrates, such guidance can lead to improved 652 

performance when certain ergodic consistencies are present.  The radio node may always over-653 

rule the guidance if an obvious fault would occur, and simply report such its actions (to the LRM). 654 
  655 
3.1 Stage 1 – A Form of Ergodic Iterative Water-filling (EIW) 656 
 657 

Iterative Water-filling (IW) is for multiple users who each simultaneously practice single-658 

user water-filling in shared channels. It is a deterministic method to reduce the mutual 659 

interference between the users.  Figure 4’s flow chart outlines IW [27].   The user index is 660 
 where  is the number of users.   IW is indirectly a function of all the users’ gains  661 
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 662 

 663 
Figure 4 – Iterative Water-Filling. 664 

 , which effect themselves into IW’s energy loading through the “noise” that includes 665 

other users’ interference in the same band (presuming the other users’ interference cannot be 666 

cancelled).  These gain values can be partitioned into the discrete subsets of Section 2.4.1. In 667 

practice, these gains are measured by the wireless radio nodes’ equipment and reported to the 668 

LRM through low bandwidth cloud/internet feedback. The LRM determines which gain sets 669 

mutually correspond to non-zero probability and for each user in such a set the corresponding 670 

water-fill spectra for specific channel-gain values.  The values representing these non-zero 671 

probability sets can be used in the LRM’s IW calculations. There will consequently be a delay in 672 

reporting a channel-gain value to the LRM, so only the specific user device and radio node will 673 

know the current instantaneous gain value.   The LRM, however, can compute the distribution 674 
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from reported values (as in Section 2.5) and find the mutually active sets to be used in IW.   675 
Channel gains can be locally measured (see Section 2.3) in the radio node before reported to the 676 

LRM.  Iterative water-filling is not always guaranteed to converge, although there are numerous 677 

cases where it can be mathematically proven to converge and many others in which mild 678 

conditions are necessary for convergence [28] [29] [30].   The convergence point need not be 679 

optimum in all these cases, but it usually is an improvement over all the users attempting to use 680 

all the bands, or all the users attempting to avoid one another completely (using collision 681 

detection or other fixed assignments of users to channels), as this section’s example will 682 

illustrate. 683 

 684 

Various improvements [31] [32] [33] to IW have been proposed, but they increasingly 685 

require knowledge of the exact inter-user interference-filtering transfer functions (or their 686 
equivalents) while the IW implicitly measures those users as part of noise in the denominator of 687 

 (or interference’s impact on the measured probability distribution).  Iterative water-filling can 688 

essentially be computed in a nearly distributed fashion where each user’s transmissions simply 689 

water-fill against the others’ sensed interference.   However, usually the data rates for each user, 690 

as in the components of the vector of different users data rates  , are fixed, 691 

and then all users implement energy-minimization (MA) water-filling, which tends to prevent any 692 
user’s data from being zeroed in favor of the rest.  This data-rate vector fixing and imposition of 693 
energy-minimization criterion at that data rate is a form of “central control” so there is, even in 694 

IW, some degree of central control, and then IW is not completely distributed. In ESM, this 695 
control is in the LRM.  In EIW, all the users water-fill computations are performed (essentially 696 

simulated) in the LRM, based on the sets of non-zero-joint-probability channel-gains that also are 697 

computed in the LRM from reported (and delayed) values of past  .  Functional guidance is 698 

then returned to the radio nodes and their sub-tended devices. 699 

 700 
Figure 5 illustrates iterative water-filling’s incremental actions.  Water-filling resource 701 

energization appears for 5 channels (A,B,C,D, and E).  User 1 initially water fills with user 2 not 702 

present.  This creates the interference shown for User 2, who then attempts to water-fill.  703 
Progressing (downward in Figure 4), User 2 now water-fills on Channels B, C, and E, which then 704 

creates interference to User 1.  This will manifest itself as lower   values particularly for Channel 705 

C, and thus a higher probability of low   values in Channel C’s probability distribution.   User 1 706 

then proceeds to water-fill a second time knowing that Channel C is not good with high 707 

g
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probability so less energy goes there.  Correspondingly, this means less interference on Channel 708 
C into User 2, who then sees higher   values and loads more energy into Channel C. 709 

The energy-minimizing dual water-filling form is particularly effective as long as the two 710 

data rates selected for the two users are feasible (each with a water-fill solution relative to the 711 

other).  This is equivalent to a two-user game in which each user can do no better by additional 712 
changes, sometimes known as a Nash Equilibrium [34].  The following simple example illustrates 713 

the LRM’s potential use and guidance to two radio node users with IW.  Calibration of changing 714 

 is executed as necessary in the IW steps. 715 

 716 

 717 
Figure 5 – Iterative-water-filling example 718 

 719 
3.1.1 Example – 2-user IW versus contention protocol: 720 
 721 
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 722 

 723 
Figure 6 – Simple iterative water-filling example. 724 

Figure 6’s example has two users who each can use both of two channels with different 725 

gains (User 1 has attenuation corresponding to a “far” or longer-length channel while user 2 is a 726 

“near” or shorter-length channel).  Both frequency bands A and B have the same gain on both 727 

channels (so they are likely close in terms of carrier frequencies).  However, the interference 728 

between them is somewhat different.  The parameter a is initially set at 0.1, but then later will 729 
be revisited to be 0.9 to illustrate some effects.  The noise is zero-mean white, uncorrelated 730 

between the two users, and has variance 0.1.  Each user is allowed 2 units of energy to be 731 

allocated to channels A and B. Table 3 illustrates the iterative water-filling process for the case of 732 
a=0.1.  733 

 734 
Table 3 – Simple IW Example 

 Band A Band B 
User 1    
User 2 

   

 

User 1 
   

 

User 2 
   

.5 .5⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

1 1⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

.9 .1⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

.9 .9⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

User 1

User 2

A B⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

y1 = .5⋅ x1 + .9 ⋅ x2 + n1  both bands A,B

y2 = x2 + .9 .1⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ ⋅

x1,A

x1,B

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
+ n2

σ 1
2 =σ 2

2 = 0.1 (noises independent)

Energy 1A = 2.0 Energy 2B = 2.0

ε1A = 1 ε1B = 1
1
g2A

= .1+ (.9)2 = .91 1
g2B

= .1+ (.1)2 = .11

ε2A + .91= ε2B + .11
ε2A +ε2B = 2

ε2A = .6    ε2B = 1.4

1
g1A

=
.1+ .6 ⋅ .9( )2

.5( )2
= 2.344 1

g1B
=
.1+1.4 ⋅ .9( )2

.5( )2
= 4.936

ε1A + 2.344 = ε1B + 4.936
ε1A +ε1B = 2

ε1A = 2    ε2B = 0

1
g2A

= .1+ 2 ⋅(.9)2 = 1.72 1
g2B

= .1+ 0 ⋅(.1)2 = .1
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User 1 Remains  à IW has converged 
Data rates 
User 1 

  0 

Total User 1 .89 bits 
Data rates 
User 2 

  

Total User 2 4.4 
Rate Sum 5.29 bits 

 735 
The data rates reflected in Table 3 are continuously flowing (streaming) for both users – 736 

there is no contention, even though channel A is occupied by both users as in Figure 6.   This IW 737 

example illustrates that User 1 zeros Channel B, a quasi-frequency-division-multiplexing like 738 
solution.  However, User 2 always uses both channels since it is the “near” channel, while the far 739 
channel (User 1) yields to the near channel on the band for which it performs worse (band B).    740 

For a symmetric channel with  , the second step would lead to a fully FDM channel with 741 
User 1 using only band A and User 2 only using Channel B.   Stage 1 ESM methods may often 742 

instead exploit a sufficient symmetry between channels when a larger inverse gain is evident, the 743 

energy moves to a beneficial channel split accordingly with each user occupying one channel 744 
exclusively.  This may not be optimal, but can provide an acceptable solution when both users 745 

are heavily active. 746 
 747 

As an alternative for the case of , a contention protocol on this channel operating 748 

continuously for fair comparison might initially attempt to transmit User 1 for one-half the time 749 
and User 2 for the other half.  This would have no interference.  The corresponding contention-750 
avoiding protocol’s data rates are19 751 

  , (33) 752 

and thus a sum of 5.27 < 5.29 (which it has to be since the iterative water-filling considered this 753 

solution).  However, for such always-on transmission, the effect of retransmission when 754 

 
19 Half the time but 2 channels corresponds to the factor  in Equation (33) and there is no interference with 
this time-multiplexed scheme. 

ε2A +1.72 = ε2B + .1
ε2A +ε2B = 2

ε2A = .19    ε2B = 1.81

ε1A = 2    ε2B = 0
log2 1+ 2 / 2.344( ) = .89

log2 1+ .19 /1.72( ) = .15 log2 1+1.81/ .1( ) = 4.26

a = 0.9

a = 0.1

bCA,1 = .5⋅2 ⋅ log2 1+10 ⋅.5
2( )⎡

⎣
⎤
⎦ = 1.81

bCA,2 = .5⋅2 ⋅ log2 1+10 ⋅1( ) = 3.46

0.5⋅2
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contention might occur has been ignored if data were arriving randomly from the two users.  755 
Indeed, if both users desire access ½ the time, the contention protocol will fail and the data rate 756 

zeros.  However, the IW solution clearly handles this case.  Thus, if IW were feasible, this example 757 

illustrates that IW would be much better than collision detection when channel use is heavy. 758 

 759 

An alternative comparison could assume that User 1 and User 2 simultaneously transmit 760 

data only 10% of the time.   In this case, Collision Detection (CD) will function properly with data 761 

rates of  762 

   (34) 763 

The rate sum, now considering the efficiency related to retransmission, is  764 

  . (35) 765 

The Ergodic IW at 5.3 bits would in this case only apply 10% of the time, while the remaining 90% 766 

time would transmit the nominal CD (or otherwise) sum of 5.2 bits.  The LRM policy guidance to 767 
Users 1 and 2 would be transmit the water-fill solution in Table 3 if the interference is non-zero, 768 
otherwise use equal energy in both bands because there is no interference.  The average remains 769 

roughly 5.3 bits20, and the gain of IW (DSM) over collision detection is 13%.  As the wireless 770 
system use increases, the probability of collision increases, and the IW advantage would increase 771 
to be infinite at the point where the full throughput of both channels were used by IW.  Again 772 

IW, while better, is NOT optimal and there are better yet solutions possible.  It just does better 773 
than collision detection as evident in this example.  774 
 775 

For Stage 1 ESM water-filling, the LRM needed only know the joint occurrence of certain 776 

sets of channel gains for the different users.  This was tacit in assuming that the iterative water-777 

filling procedure could be simulated in the LRM – thus that LRM process knew the channel gains 778 

to from the other users in the LRM.  This means the LRM has previously observed situations 779 

where every other user’s individual interference into a current user was viewed for a known 780 

transmit power level, and no other users were present.  This would be evident from multi-user 781 

distributions estimated, as for instance described in Subsection 2.5.2. 782 

 783 

 
20 It is somewhat of a coincidence on this example that the average data rate for the cases of interference and no 
interference are almost equal, and it is not true in general that these two different data rates will be the same. 

bCD ,1 = 0.9 ⋅ log2 1+10 ⋅.5
2( ) = 1.6

bCD ,2 = 0.9 ⋅ log2 1+10 ⋅1( ) = 3.1

bCD ,tot = 1.6+ 3.1= 4.7
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The authors also investigated a direct iterative use of ergodic water-filling, which a curious reader 784 
might be tempted also to construct.   This however degraded performance in the situations 785 

tested.  The main issue was the lack of a joint distribution leads the individual ergodic water-786 

filling instances to be averaged over that single-user’s distribution, but independent of the joint 787 

distribution.   This can lead to non-zero probability of significant interference between users.  The 788 

preferred version of Ergodic Iterative Water-filling here instead uses water-filling according to 789 

the joint distributions of non-zero probabilities of joint channel occupancy with significant 790 

interference, but provides policy guidance as a function of the channel gains.  Those channel 791 

gains (when measured locally) will be different for the situations where a channel’s users are 792 

simultaneously active, and the policy then anticipates and exploits this in the presented form of 793 

EIW here.  794 

 795 

3.2 Stage 2 - Optimal Spectrum Balancing 796 
 797 

For deterministic channels, the optimal multi-user spectra selection is well known 798 

(without any interference cancellation permitted) as Optimal Spectrum Balancing (OSB) [31].  799 

The admissible range of all users’ data rates are found by maximizing the convex weighted (  800 

are the weights) data-rate sum subject to an energy constraint on each user (the interference 801 

from other users enters through the term 𝑔,,S): 802 

  . (36) 803 

The constraints in Equation (36) can be relaxed to a total energy constraint such that 804 

 , which may correspond better to effective 805 

radiation limits in wireless antenna systems.  OSB therefore outer bounds the data rate 806 

combinations that IW can achieve.  IW can only match, at best, OSB.  Margin adaptive IW can 807 

pick a rate vector for all the users  and attempt to achieve this rate tuple by 808 

minimizing energy for each user.  However, such a point may also not be a best operational point 809 

for a given amount of maximum energy for each user, or for the total-energy  constraint   OSB’s 810 

vector of data-rate weightings  can adjust the influence of different users.  811 
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(Stage 1 IW essentially arbitrarily assigns these weights.)  The achievable outer-bound of rate 812 

tuples corresponds to tracing the region for all possible non-negative weightings  . 813 

OSB’s solution forms, defining  and  , the Lagrangian 814 

  . (37) 815 

The energy-constraint Lagrangian vector  ( , a scalar constraint for 816 

the total-energy-constrained problem) can also be viewed in the above-mentioned MA dual 817 

problem that fixes a rate vector   and minimizes a weighted energy sum using these non-818 

negative weights.  The OSB algorithm discretizes the energy range with some  into 819 

 energy values and recognizes the separability over the channels to maximize 820 

individually each of the  terms over the  possible energy values21  for any given 821 

weight vectors  and  .   The calculation of the possible interference transfers indeed requires 822 

 tensor generalization (each matrix element is viewed as a function with  input/output 823 

mappings) of the channel gain from vector  to a matrix .  Calculation 824 

of the OSB solution is known to be complex (NP-hard).  The maximum in (36) and (37) then sums 825 
the terms in  when the best vectors have been found.  An OSB implementation (slow 826 

converging but simple to describe) is the gradient descent iteration (for the RA problem of 827 

maximum weighted rate sum for given  ), with  and 828 

 so each energy is a scalar function of the frequency bands indexed as 829 

 , as 830 

  , (38) 831 

where  is a positive “step-size” constant. 832 

 
21 The factor  corresponds to summing  interference components for each gain calculation in each of the 

bands, while the  factor corresponds to all the possible discrete energy combinations that could create 

values in computing  . 
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 833 
Similarly, for the energy-minimization (MA) problem and fixed energy-weight vector  and 834 

known admissible /feasible target rate vector  : 835 

  , (39) 836 

where  is another positive “step-size” constant. 837 

 838 
Such a solution requires large complexity and also would need each radio node to know the 839 

channel gains of other radio nodes (physically impossible if required on instantaneous basis).  840 

However, Stage 2 ESM can be considerably simplified with some limits on the search that also 841 
allow local guidance to be a function only of local instantaneous values, as a revisit of the Figure 842 

6’s example now shows.  A neural-net-based machine-learning method by Sun et al [35] has been 843 

found in simple cases to approximate well OSB.   844 
 845 

3.2.1 Example Revisited: 846 
Revisit of the previous example readily determines that a solution of  847 

with instead yields the data rates of  and  (or a sum of 7 bits).  848 

A careful check of user 2’s least significant bits would reveal that user 2 has slightly higher data 849 

rate in the first instance of this example.  User 1 of course does much better with this frequency-850 
division-multiplexed (FDM) solution that would also be produced trivially by OSB for some 851 

appropriate choice of the weight vector .  Indeed, OSB is a function of this vector.  OSB does 852 

not always produce an FDM solution, because it depends on the weight vector.   The sum data 853 

rate is higher, and User 2 has essentially the same data rate while User 1 is much improved.  The 854 

rate sum is 32% higher, while User 1 is 292% better.  The guidance in this situation would be 855 

simple as “User 1, use Channel A,”  and “User 2, use Channel B, when interference is present.”  856 

(This might be a solution guessed by a designer without all the theory, but helps illustrate the 857 

otherwise intimindating OSB math.)   858 

  3.2.2 Orthogonal Dimension Multiple Access (ODMA) Constraints 859 
 860 

OSB solutions often exhibit a strong orthogonal-dimension-multiple-access (ODMA)22 861 

character that often has each user using a mutually exclusive set of channels from the other 862 

 
22 Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) is a simple form, but the channels may also be in space. 
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channels, particularly for some choice of the user weights.  The ODMA solutions often occur when 863 
there is an asymmetry in crosstalk between users, sometimes called a “near/far” or 864 

“strong/weak” situation.  In such situations, iterative-waterfilling tends to over-emphasize the 865 

stronger user since the criterion tends to favor all users equally and has no weighting.  Instead, 866 

OSB will with most weightings that don’t zero the strong user’s effect tend to allow the weak 867 

users to obtain a minimum data rate.  Prior work [29] has found that when OSB has significant 868 

advantage over IW, the better OSB solution is almost always based on orthogonal dimensional 869 

multiplexing, so simpler design would use either ESM Stage 1 EIW largely unless a significant 870 

channel gain difference is evident between users with non-zero joint probability of occurrence, 871 

in which case an orthogonal-division multiplexing solution is best to use.  Neither IW nor OSB is 872 

optimum in general,  where “NOMA” (for Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access, see [9]) solutions can 873 

be used, of which ESM Stage 3 is a special case as in Section 3.3. 874 
 875 

ESM Stage 2 in practice would have the LRM search all possible ODMA solutions.  If the 876 

number of channels is  , then each user could have  possible band choices.  For  users, 877 

this then becomes searches if equal energy were assigned to each channel.  If there were 878 

 energy choices for each channel, then this becomes , so the order of computation is 879 
the same as OSB.  However, the guidance for the ODMA solutions can follow the same format as 880 

ESM Stage 1 with one exception:  certain different (singular) sets of active users could produce 881 
the same channel gain for the same victim user.  The LRM needs to consider this in its calculations 882 

and provide the worst-case FDM solution for such situations.  883 
 884 

Various OSB simplifications, like ISB [36] and SCALE convex bounding [32] exist to 885 

approximate basic OSB well with faster-converging algorithms, as can also Multi-Level Iterative 886 
Water-filling solutions [33] [37].  These all would have similar modifications for the restriction to 887 

search of only ODMA solutions. They would all also correspond to Stage 2 ESM.  It is possible that 888 

Stage 1 would outperform Stage 2 simply because Stage 1 is less restrictive in terms of only 889 
specifying functional guidance to each radio node rather than ergodically imposed ODMA 890 

constraints.    However, the LRM would know this and simply provide the Stage 1 style guidance.   891 

Indeed the radio node in this case would not know whether it was being operated by a Stage 1 892 
or Stage 2 LRM. 893 

Stage 2 ESM is particularly pertinent for “mesh networks” that have sub radio nodes 894 

within a node.  In such systems, the sub nodes act as relays and thus correspond to 2 users (one 895 

X 2 X U
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receiving and one retransmitting) on different channels.  An LRM operating for a single radio 896 
node with sub nodes would find the optimal ODMA solution among all the FDM solutions for the 897 

mesh.   It is feasible to consider also solutions where Stage 1 is used between radio nodes and 898 

Stage 2 is used within the node’s mesh.    899 

Subsection 3.2.4 introduces an ODMA-specific algorithm that greatly simplifies the search 900 

and is essentially a discrete form of the “multi-level water-fill” algorithms in [37] [33] , which 901 

remains considerably simple compared to the neutral network solution in [38]. 902 

 903 

3.2.3 Example of 4-band 2-user Complexity 904 
 905 

Another simple example illustrates the rapid growth of Stage 2 complexity.  Returning to 906 

Figure 2, two users will divide the 4 channels between them.   For this example  .  If 907 

integer bits are allowed, this means the number of energy levels on any channel cannot exceed 908 

 (zero plus the energy to transport 1, 2, 3, or 4 bits on that channel).  The maximum number 909 

of possibilities to search in this case cannot exceed 5 levels for each of the 4 channels for 2 users 910 

or  possible OSB spectrum choices to search.    However, this maximum 911 

number can be reduced: since each user’s bits must add to 4, it is possible to see that if one user 912 
uses only 1 channel for all 4 bits, there are 4 choices for that user (use one of the other channels).  913 

If that user instead places 3 bits on one channel, then that same user must place one bit on one 914 
of the other 3 channels leading to 12 more choices.  Similarly if that user places 2 bits on one 915 

channel, there are 6 distinct choices for the case of 2 bits on another channel.  Also for the user 916 

with 2 bits on one channel, there are an additional 3 ways to place 1 bit each on each of the two 917 

remaining channels, so a total of 12.  The number of possibilities so far is 4+6+12+12=34 The last 918 

combination of 1 bit on all 4 channels is leads to 35.   The total number of combinations is then 919 

 for two users that each have 4 bits. 920 

 921 

With the ODMA restriction, further complexity reduction occurs, the overall complexity can be 922 

reduced to 150:    If each user uses 2 channels, the computational complexity is  923 

(5 arises from the possible bit distributions across the two channels that are  40, 31, 22, 13, 04); 924 

If User 1 uses 1 channel and thus User 2 can use up to 3 channels, there are 4 * 15 = 60 where 4 925 

is the number of possible channel selections of User 1 and  15 is the number of possible bit 926 

distributions for User 2 (400, 310, 301, 220, 211, 202, 130, 121, 112, 103, 040, 031, 022, 013, 927 

b1 = b2 = 4

M = 5

5⋅5⋅5⋅5( )2 = 58 = 390625

35⋅35= 1,225
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004).  The reversal of User 1 to 3 channels and User 2 to one channel is another  60 possibilities 928 
due to symmetry . The [1111] combination for one user is not possible because the other use 929 

then can’t get 4 bits (or any) bandwidth.  Therefore, the total complexity reduction is from  35*35 930 

= 1225 to 150.  However, as the number of bits (and therefore energy level possibilities) increases 931 

for instance to the 6 possible SQ QAM choices of LTE and Wi-Fi, the necessary computation 932 

rapidly rises (for 4 channels) to nearly  .  This example illustrates that for small number of 933 

users, it is possible to compute fairly easily an ODMA solution, but the alternative in Section 3.2.4 934 

allows less complex algorithm to address large numbers of users. 935 

 936 
3.2.4 An Implementable Stage 2 ODMA ESM Algorithm 937 
 938 

The Stage 2 compatible radio node can provide an indication of its volume of use for an 939 

observation interval to the LRM.  (Again this indication can be indexed by time of day, peak 940 
periods, off-peak periods, etc.)  The LRM can compute the data volume for each user for a given 941 

normative time/observation period for all users.  That volume will be called  , essentially an 942 

average throughput measure.  Basically, this volume is the number of bits/bytes transferred in 943 
an observation interval. The LRM orders the channel gains for each user across the channels  944 

from largest to smallest.   The users are ordered from largest to smallest . 945 

 946 
Simplified Stage 2 ODMA algorithm 
Step 1  The LRM chooses the largest channel  for the user with 

largest  and assigns  to user  . 
Step 2 All users  for which  delete  from their set of available 

channels. 
Step 3 The volume is reduced for User  by an amount corresponding to the use of 

channel   
Step 4 Update orderings, and repeat Steps 1-3 until all channels have been used. 

 947 
This algorithm is somewhat greedy (serving the users with greatest volume of need, but 948 

those needs can increase if a user receiving little channel assignment therefore begins to see 949 

greater average volume need.   The algorithm’s complexity is basically  (essentially on the 950 

order of the Stage 1 IW approach).    The algorithm essentially creates a water-fill problem with 951 

different water levels for the different channels used by any particular user who uses more than 952 

1 channel to determine transmit-energy policy   The channels with zero energy for any particular 953 
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user have low water levels, while used channels have a higher water level, emulating [37] [33].  954 
This will be considerably simpler than the methods in [38], although the latter are curious and 955 

might be modified to include simultaneously Subsection 2.5’s joint  estimation. 956 

3.2.5 Ergodic OSB 957 
 958 

There is an ergodic form of OSB that might however be also considered.  Ergodic OSB only 959 

guarantees optimality (in the absence of any Stage 3-like interference cancellation) with infinite 960 

buffer-scheduling delay and truly ergodic statistics.  Nonetheless, this paper provides it for 961 

completeness because it has not appeared elsewhere (to the best of the authors’ knowledge).   962 

The complexity of the joint averaging and algorithm render it likely impractical so apart from 963 

presenting the result, this interesting theoretical algorithm is not pursued further in this paper. 964 

 965 

Ergodic OSB’s uses the joint probability distribution  for the random vector of channel 966 

gains in each band  , and becomes  967 

  , (40) 968 

(or a total energy constraint) where averages over the joint probability distribution’s marginal 969 

distributions for each of the users,   are (found by summing over all the other users possibly 970 

gain values):  971 

  , (41) 972 

presumably pre-calculated and stored, requiring  calculations.  The Lagrangian terms adjust 973 

to  with  (   with a 974 

total energy constraint) and then Equation (37) remains the same.   The energy range is similarly 975 

partitioned into  discrete levels and the complexity then becomes  calculations23 for 976 

 
23  is the maximum number of gain segments for any user over all used channels  . 
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each term and then adding  of these maxima together for each index in , so then .  977 

EIW’s complexity might appear less than IW, but the large calculation burden shifts to the large 978 

computation amount for the probability distribution in (41).   The gradient search steps 979 

adjust to  980 

   (42) 981 

or for the MA case   982 

  . (43) 983 

More sophisticated search/descent methods than the slowly converging gradient can be used, 984 

and OSB methods are notorious for high complexity and a variety of numerical-precision 985 
problems.  Nonetheless, the basics illustrate Ergodic OSB.   986 

 987 

3.3 Stage 3 – Vectored ESM 988 
 989 

Stage 3 Vectored ESM allows spatial interference cancellation through some additional 990 

coordination of multiple radio nodes’ multiple-antenna systems.  Stage 3 ESM essentially 991 
configures the multiple antennas to provide signal separation without performing real-time 992 

adaptation. ESM Stage 3 attempts to capture consistent spatial patterns in adaptive 993 
instantaneous edge RRM that for instance is well addressed in [39] and [40].   Such spatial division 994 
multiplexing also occurs with Massive MIMO systems, as per for instance [38], and [24].  Each 995 

ESM Stage 3 radio node has multiple antennas for at least downlink transmit and for uplink 996 

reception.  The devices in each radio node’s cell (same “color” as the radio node, so therefore 997 
the same used channels) can have one or more antennas.  The Stage 3 ESM radio node has more 998 

antennas than current devices simultaneously in use, and ideally the number of such radio-node 999 

antennas exceeds significantly the total number of users .   ESM’s Stage 3 depends 1000 
therefore on massive MIMO’s [41] presence in the radio node.  This subsection focuses on a radio 1001 

node with  antennas, and  devices with 1 or more antennas each.   However, the math 1002 

will be for the single antenna per device/user case.  Extension to more device antennas is 1003 
notationally tedious but otherwise straightforward. 1004 

 1005 
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The ergodic cloud-managed portion of Stage 3 ESM relates to the consistency of spatial 1006 
directions for either nulling (to reduce other users’ interference in reception by an antenna array) 1007 

or energy directional focusing (to allocate more power in the direction of the user in transmission 1008 

from an antenna array).   If the user positions are relatively constant, as might readily occur when 1009 

say one user usually uses their laptop at a desk for certain hours of the day while another user’s 1010 

television set is in a particular location at those same times.   The spatial arrays used to set to the 1011 

corresponding desired directional nulling and focusing will not vary relatively to each other if the 1012 

radio nodes have a common clock.   Movement of a cellphone user in a certain area of call 1013 

receipt/generation also might well have most probability in certain locations.   These will be 1014 

reflected in the probability distributions generated.   Small spatial-position variations of the exact 1015 

transfer functions can be centered in clusters based on the average position, or equivalently the 1016 

average transfer function measured.  This section’s ESM Stage 3 then exploits these ergodicities 1017 
in spatial-interference cancellation, presuming a common clock.  1018 

 1019 

Within any node, multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) methods are well established, dating to their 1020 
first uses with independent energy allocation in 2001 [40], which also make use of diagonal 1021 

dominance that will also occur for large  in wireless applications  MU-MIMO methods 1022 
benefit from the nodes’ learned knowledge and coordinated management of all downlink 1023 
transmissions or alternately from learned co-processing at a single point for all the uplink signals.  1024 

These methods make use of Generalized Decision Feedback Equalizers or their dual generalized 1025 
precoder forms, and have essentially optimal multi-user performance on vector broadcast and 1026 

vector multiple-access channels [15] (Chapters 13 and 14).  Again, they all require centralized 1027 

control at the radio node.   1028 

 1029 
 ESM Stage 3 assumes that precoded interference cancellation of other radio nodes’ 1030 

signals is not possible (because those signals are not available, unlike the MU-MIMO/vectored 1031 

case). ESM is different than LTE’s Coordinated Multipoint Transmission (CoMP) [1], which 1032 
operates however with a smaller number of antennas and physically coordinates separated radio 1033 

nodes at instantaneous transmit signal level24.  Similarly, no individually controlled post-coded 1034 

subtraction of another radio-nodes’ user interference is (generally) possible for a receiver 1035 
because it may not have access to, nor be able to decode (itself), that radio-nodes’ user signals.  1036 

However, if a radio node has enough “extra” antennas it is possible spatially to exploit linearly 1037 

 
24 CoMP requires low-latency edge computing, coordinated through high-speed fixed-lines between the radio-nodes. 
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these extra dimensions such that the radio nodes jointly steer downlink to each other’s “null 1038 
space” (or null/notch uplink).  When centrally coordinated by a single radio node, this can be very 1039 

effective and is the rationale behind Massive MIMO, and nicely addressed in [42].  Enough extra 1040 

antennas usually means that the number of antennas exceeds significantly the total number of 1041 

users, although the exact excess needed depends on the link.  The more the excess, the more 1042 

flexible are the possibilities for steering and acquiring without explicit (unlike optimal MU-MIMO) 1043 

or GDFE ( [15], Chapter 5) need for other radio-nodes’ user signals.  [43] shows that usually 2x to 1044 

3x the number of users is sufficient for the number of antennas to be considered large. 1045 

 1046 

ESM Stage 3 again presumes radio nodes’ symbol synchronization.   This can be achieved 1047 

by radio nodes’ use of a common inferred clock through multiple methodologies beyond this 1048 

paper’s scope, but Section 5 provides some suggestions.  Better synchronization implies greater 1049 
spatial accuracy.   1050 

3.3.1 Vector Channel Models 1051 
 1052 

To understand ESM vectoring, a deterministic channel model is first summarized. For the 1053 
deterministic model, a prescient controller might theoretically have access to Figure 7’s large 1054 

channel-gain matrix  and non-user noise autocorrelation matrix  such that a vector of all 1055 

channel outputs’ responses   to all users’ inputs  follows the vector model 1056 

  . (44) 1057 

This spatial model applies to each tone within a channel in a synchronized ESM Stage 3 system.  1058 
The spatial time-ergodicity then essentially presumes slow movement/time variation within the 1059 

environment.  Essentially this implies .  The gains matrix   would be 1060 

 and would have within it all interfering paths specified in terms of each’s 1061 

channel gains to all others. The LRM can compute the average, which distinguishes it from the 1062 

nominal real-time-computed MU-MIMO spatial processing that often occurs within the radio 1063 

node if all the antennas were to be connected to that node.  In ESM, the antennas can be 1064 

distributed and the averages are thus used without need of all antennas’ connection to the same 1065 

node(s).   Equation (44) with these constraints is known as the vector interference channel.   1066 

 1067 

The entire downlink multi-user channel will have  outputs (1 antenna at each device or output) 1068 
and each input radio node has  antennas so therefore a total of  antennas.  The model 1069 

is: 1070 
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  . (45) 1071 

Transmission from user input  corresponds to the model component is the contribution from 1072 

the  input   and user  ‘s corresponding output component can be written as: 1073 

  . (46) 1074 

The input to this channel,  , when  can beamform zero energy to each of the other 1075 

user’s  single antenna locations (directions).   Some authors refer to this as transmitting in 1076 
other users’ null space [42]. 1077 

 1078 
Correspondingly, the uplink channel is similarly modelled with a single scalar transmit 1079 

antenna at each user location all transmitting to  separate radio nodes (the variable U is reused 1080 

here with a user corresponding to each radio node – more than one user on a particular node 1081 
would be handled by the existing MU-MIMO locally present at the radio node; thus the ESM Stage 1082 

3 focus is on signals from U users going to separate radio nodes):  1083 

  . (47) 1084 

In the uplink case, each radio node  has an uplink  received vector, and the received signal 1085 

is 1086 

  , (48) 1087 

where  is a puncturing matrix with an identity in the positions to pass only user  output 1088 

dimensions and zeros elsewhere, so it passes the appropriate  rows of  .  In the uplink 1089 

direction, each of the  columns (  ) of the  channel row-subset matrix  1090 

represents interference.  When  , a single  “equalizer” (diversity combiner) can zero 1091 
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all the users’  energy at the detection point of user  ‘s  detector so that only user  is 1092 
received.  In this case again, the other users transmit uplink in user  ‘s spatial null space. 1093 

 1094 

In the situation where different radio nodes may possibly be allowed to use the same 1095 

channels for uplink and downlink, effectively the number of users doubles ( ) in the 1096 

models, and some of the individual user’s input/output models have corresponding 1097 

dimensionalities of anywhere between  to  downlink and  to  uplink.  1098 

Otherwise the concepts remain the same, but with tedious bookkeeping of antennas in models. 1099 

 1100 

Nominally, the linear matrix operations in Equations (44) - (48) are per (complex) 1101 

dimension (tones).  While the geometric averages readily apply to energy quantities, and the 1102 

channel coefficients for adjacent dimensions in frequency may have the same absolute 1103 
magnitude, their phases at least will be different.   In the most complete case, Stage 3 ESM would 1104 

then use these models for all dimensions.   In wireless practice there is a coherence bandwidth 1105 

over which adjacent frequency dimensions will be strongly correlated and thus largely of the 1106 
same amplitude (with readily adjustable linear-phase change for tones over the coherence 1107 

bandwidth).  Many wireless systems thus only compute the magnitude and phase for tones 1108 
spaced apart but within the limits of the coherence bandwidth.  LTE for instance uses pilots or 1109 
reference signals that are within this bandwidth.   Thus the models above can apply (with linear 1110 

phase interpolation) over many dimensions.  The interpolation used can be sophisticated or 1111 
simple and a good reference on methods to interpolate between the tones or frequency 1112 

dimensions are well studied by Ling in [44].  Most LTE and Wi-Fi systems already use such 1113 

interpolation.  This work will assume such interpolation is in place already, although Section 5 1114 

will discuss interfaces between the LRM and the radio nodes in more detail as to the control-1115 
system bandwidth and this per-tone issue in Stage 3 ESM. 1116 

 1117 

3.3.2 Optimization of the Vector Interference Channel 1118 
 1119 

When the number of downlink transmit antennas is large for many or all the radio nodes’ 1120 

transmitters, relative to the number of users , the tall matrix 𝐸�𝐻�D�|,S� → 𝐻�D�|,S  can 1121 

be preprocessed (precoded) with a set of linear transmit matrices at each radio node’s massive 1122 

set of  antennas.  This creates many degrees of freedom upon which spatial modes may 1123 
transmit for each of the massive-antenna transmitters’ radio nodes.  These spatial modes can be 1124 

energized or zeroed such that only the desired receiver captures energy from the intended user.  1125 
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Energy transmitted in the (average) spatial direction of the un-intended users is zeroed.  Apart 1126 
from singular cases where two users are exactly on the same line that passes also through all 1127 

transmit antenna locations, enough antennas can achieve the spatial separation. Dually uplink, a 1128 

large number of receive antennas can capture only energy from the intended user while 1129 

spectrally notching all other users’ directions.   These effects are sometimes called “channel 1130 

hardening” [41].  Figure 7 shows a downlink transmit orthogonal matrix tuner that zeros energy 1131 

output at all locations except the intended location.   1132 

 1133 
 1134 

Figure 7 – Adaptive processors for user u. 1135 

 1136 
For the deterministic case with Figure 7’s instantaneous adaption of all transmit 1137 

precoder’s   (downlink) or all receive postcoder’s  (uplink), it is possible largely to 1138 

eliminate interference if the number of antennas at any one transmit (downlink) or one receive 1139 

(uplink) location L significantly exceeds the number of users, .  In these cases a linear 1140 

solution is (asymptotically) optimum and can be found for each user using the corresponding 1141 

pinning vector  that is all zeros, except for one “1” in the  position.  If the corresponding 1142 

 downstream matrix is given by  , the optimal set of synchronized linear 1143 

precoders (each operating on its own input) is given as an  vector by  1144 
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    (downlink) (49) 1145 

where  is a scalar that ensures the transmit energy is not increased.  Again, an implied ergodic 1146 

average is present in (49) , and in (50) below.  In reality, some spatial motion creates a variance 1147 

around the average that will in ESM be treated as an additional noise, and the LRM computes the 1148 

average.  A superscript of + means pseudoinverse when the  term is ignored. (The added 1149 

identity is usually ignored in zero-forcing approaches (without much loss) in (49)).  A superscript 1150 

of * means conjugate transpose.  The corresponding uplink receiver postcoder is  and equal 1151 

to 1152 

  . (50) 1153 

The downstream  and upstream  matrices need not be the same, and of course 1154 

again would be for each frequency dimension within a channel (whether interpolated or fully 1155 
reported in the 𝑋𝐿𝑖𝑛�s of the channel matrices).  This system enables space-division multiplexing 1156 

where the same time/frequency dimensions can be shared by all users because the large number 1157 

of transmit (downstream) antennas, or receive (upstream) antennas, essentially beamforms a 1158 
notch in the direction of the other users, allowing the common channels’ spatial reuse.  However, 1159 

the requirements on control are severe in that no one device or radio node has access to all the 1160 

signals so their channels’   would need to be known at a central (LRM) location.  1161 

In the vector interference channel, none of the users require inputs from the other channels 1162 
(which is not physically possible since all are processed in different locations, but they do need 1163 

to know the average channel matrices).  Essentially this Vector ESM solution is no different on 1164 

average than each radio node viewing all other systems as within its own cell and adapting 1165 
antennas/space accordingly as in a MU-MIMO system; however, each has the benefit of being 1166 

close to its own radio node on the one non-zero path that links the relevant user.  Such an ideal 1167 

system would then allow frequency/time dimensional reuse across space.   This would require 1168 
training protocols to be completely synchronized on a time/frequency grid that spatial reuse was 1169 

agreed between all users.  This is the reason for the common symbol clock that was listed earlier 1170 

as a Stage 3 ESM requirement.  The spatial cancellation’s ergodic time average will be correct if 1171 
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the users do not (significantly) change position, even if the common clock drifts for all 1172 
synchronized users over time.  1173 

3.3.3 Updating the precoders and postcoders 1174 
 1175 

Stage 3 ESM recognizes that each   precoder/equalizer is first locally computed through 1176 

a QR factorization of an identified channel matrix.  For downlink, this channel matrix can be 1177 

recursively constructed one user’s row   at a time (complex measured gains from the radio 1178 

node antennas to the single user antenna) 1179 

  . (51) 1180 

to the radio node during initialization, corresponding to each user’s identification of training 1181 
signals sent to it.  That initialization will only return this information for devices associated with 1182 

that same radio node.  However, the LRM can collect (more slowly and average) these channel 1183 

row vectors for every user (with respect to every radio node’s  antennas).  This identification 1184 
would be associated with the other radio-nodes’ colors (different from the radio-node color 1185 

associated with each device’s primary environment).  Each node could then accept such 1186 

effectively “user-direction” vectors (from the LRM) as input to the QR factorization (which 1187 
becomes larger, but still computable since  ) of (51).  As long as the user’s position relative 1188 

to the radio node remains the same (on average small zero-mean movement), then the Stage-3-1189 

capable radio node simply accepts (up to)  such vectors to add to its QR factorization to 1190 
determine the transmit precoder matrix.   Each row can be written as 1191 

   (52) 1192 

Where the separation point  increases (moves to the left) with the number of users.  The users 1193 

can be reordered at any radio node so that the user of interest (user 1, which corresponds to the 1194 
particular radio node or color under direct ESM Stage 3 control) is at the bottom, thus 1195 

 .  Thus, user 1 is the one for which the transmit energy is desired to 1196 

be non-zero at the single-antenna receiver in its own radio-node (or color).  The user indices  1197 

then refer to other users (colors) in whose direction zero-energy transmission is desired.  When 1198 

 , the situation is single user and  .  The QR factorization of then    can be 1199 

written 1200 
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   (53) 1201 

where  is unitary  and will not be unique when  .  Further, when 1202 

 , the square upper-triangular matrix  will be diagonally dominant [40], so the 1203 

off-diagonal terms are small relative to the diagonal elements in the corresponding row.   By 1204 

combining (51) and (53),  1205 

  , (54) 1206 

where  is an  orthogonal matrix that can be implemented by a series of 1207 

 givens rotations (or a single Householder Transformation) that rotates all  energy 1208 

into the right-most component.    The diagonal dominance is heuristically evident when  1209 
because any  components of the vector will contain much less energy than the nearly full 1210 
energy of all  components.  Solving (49) with (54) yields the solution  1211 

  , (55) 1212 

which amounts to rotating the last column of the solution for  users by the Givens rotations 1213 

for the new user  .  The diagonal/triangular matrix becomes 1214 

 .   The uplink process is the same, simply with 1215 

commuting of matrices (and again  diagonal (column) dominance to get 1216 

   . (56) 1217 

 1218 

For uplink, the radio node directly identifies the channel from devices within its cell (same 1219 

SSID in Wi-Fi).  This can be more instantaneous than downlink’s via-LRM.   The LRM could indicate 1220 
when other-color radio nodes are likely to be excited, and thus for the additional uplink columns 1221 

for each other-color active uplink user, an additional column would be added to   prior to the 1222 

QR factorization that determines  .  If the device(s) relative to the radio nodes are stationary, 1223 

then these additional columns should be constant.   1224 
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 1225 
The users rows can be ranked in terms of importance to add to the overall channel matrix in 1226 

terms of the values of  since this interference otherwise would be the largest noise 1227 

contribution.  1228 

 1229 

3.3.4 Example of Vectored ESM 1230 

 1231 

Two radio nodes operate downlink, each with  transmit antennas.  Each radio node 1232 

attempts communication in the same frequency band to a single user with 1 antenna.  There is 1233 

interference from the other radio node’s single user.  A very simple model to illustrate the effects 1234 

is  1235 

  . (57) 1236 

In (57) each of the two inputs can have total power 1 (across all antennas) and the noises are 1237 

independent, Gaussian, and of variance .01.   Such a channel is oversimplified, but basically 1238 

creates a situation where user 1 interferes with user 2 at 6 dB below signal level (the negative 1239 
signs attempt to indicate some phase differences without overly complicated the mathematics 1240 

here that are only intended to illustrate basic concept).   User 1 experiences more heavy 1241 

interference (basically only 1 dB reduced) from User 2, possibly indicative of a mild “near-far” 1242 
channel.  User 2 is physically separated from User 1 on the device side.  Radio node 2 does not 1243 

have access to User 1’s inputs, and vice-versa.   Nonetheless, the channel matrix can be written 1244 

as in (57).  The linear downlink precoder at Radio Node 2 is a  matrix that can be computed 1245 
from (49) as 1246 
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  . (58) 1247 

The second column of the pseudoinverse is shown in (58) because it might be that the two users 1248 

roles were reversed (or even roam from one node to the other), but only User 2 is important at 1249 

the device for user 2.   This is checked readily by computing 1250 

  . (59) 1251 

This means that any energy from User 1 will not appear at receiver 2.   That is needed because 1252 
similarly 1253 

  . (60) 1254 

Thus, the two users can spatially share the same frequency/time dimensions. If there is time 1255 

variation of the  , then it is replaced by the average value as determined by the LRM.  To 1256 

ensure 1 unit of energy across the 5 antennas, it is useful to note that or 1/5, so 1257 

that the input energy to the precoder would be then 5 units to ensure 1 unit of energy across all 1258 
antennas is transmitted.  These 5 units would reach User 2’s device  interference-free.   Apart 1259 

from synchronization, Radio Node 2 knew nothing about the input of Radio Node 1 (and vice 1260 
versa).  This is vectored ESM in its simplest form.   However, vectored ESM is not optimum.   For 1261 
small noise, the optimal receiver on this channel would rely on the factorization in (53), for which 1262 

the   matrix can be found as 1263 

  . (61) 1264 

 The matrix is not quite diagonally dominant with 5 antennas, but the loss factor for a perfect 1265 
dirty-paper precoder [15] (Chapters 5 and 14) would be 4.  The optimal precoder’s overall Stage 1266 
3 ESM improvement is 5/4 = 1dB.  Thus, using linear instead of optimal nonlinear precoder loses 1267 

1 dB.   If  in this example (with interference coefficient remaining as amplitude .5), the 1268 
loss is .46dB, and with , the loss is .04 dB.  Thus, diagonal dominance is increasingly 1269 

evident in ensuring that the linear solution is nearly optimum.  A similar uplink example could be 1270 
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constructed.  The overall gain here is at least 100% because two users can share the bandwidth 1271 
that only 1 could use previously (and collision detection would dramatically increase the 100% if 1272 

both users are streaming, similar to Subsection 3.1’s example).  If time variation is significant, the 1273 

downlink MCS choice will consequently be less aggressive and the gain reduced.    1274 

4. MCS criteria, functional specification, and gains’ Probability-Distribution Estimation 1275 
 1276 

This section addresses first the LRM’s separation of QoE-based MCS selection and Section 3’s 1277 

spectral (and Stage 3’s spatial-vectoring) optimization.  Figure 8 illustrates the overall ESM 1278 

process, showing both parametric feedback to the LRM and policy guidance from the LRM.  The 1279 
radio nodes (only one is shown, but the process is the same for all) provide recent channel-gain, 1280 

energies used, and MCS values to the LRM along with various recent-history QoS parameters 1281 

.   The LRM processes these values to produce the QoE estimates, as described in Subsection 4.1 1282 
in parallel with calculation of the channel-gains’ probability distributions  , as earlier in 1283 

Subsection 2.5.   Section 3 used the latter  to compute  1284 

 1285 
Figure 8 – ESM Process illustrated for one user. 1286 

(the variables in the vector q�	are QoS data like error rates, outage counts, etc) 1287 
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the spectral policy guidance. This also maps into a ergodic-average MCS, which is in turn used 1288 

by the logistic regression process to determine if the radio node’s MCS choices are consistent 1289 

with the user’s QoE.  QoE measures indications of internet-user/thing satisfaction – typical 1290 

indications include complaint calls or complaint messages, need for repair, service drops, like or 1291 
more importantly help or “thumbs-down” buttons, mean opinion scores, etc.;  QoS measures 1292 

engineering metrics like packet-error rates, variation in data rate, and outage probabilities.    1293 

Subsection 4.1 introduces logistic regression methods to estimate QoE from QoS based on earlier 1294 
training that used QoE data indications, presuming a level of ergodicity in this relationship.   1295 

Because of the closed feedback system, ESM effectively then jointly optimizes the spectra and 1296 

the MCS, although both are done largely independently, simplifying one of traditional RRM’s 1297 

major computational challenges.  There is however the link of the two optimizations through the 1298 
data rates (throughputs) achieved as these in turn affect the spectrum choices through the 1299 
loading methods of Sections 2 and 3.  Similarly, the throughput achieved is one of the observable 1300 

inputs to the QoE estimation in the QoS-parameter vector 𝜽.  Subsection 4.2 describes a Markov 1301 
Model (state-transition control system) that simplifies the MCS optimization guidance via an 1302 
offset method as determined by the QoE estimates.  This is sometimes called reinforcement 1303 

learning [45], particularly when the state machine on which it is based is dynamically determined. 1304 
 1305 

4.1 QoE estimation from QoS 1306 
 1307 

For ESM, the QoS objective extends to QoE via a logistic regression calculation that relates 1308 
a QoE “happy/sad user/customer” random variable to a linear combination of various measured 1309 

QoS observables25: 1310 

  , (62) 1311 

where  is defined as the probability that the customer’s QoE is good.  The most accurate use 1312 

would be for each user, but that presumes data has been previously collected.  Instead, users can 1313 
be clustered based on characteristics shared by the users and then training results are applied to 1314 

any and all members of the clustered set. For example, users can be clustered based on the type 1315 

of subscribed services or service locations to avoid basing them on the same observables used 1316 

for prediction.. The variables  typically include observables like number of (or 1317 

 
25 LLR stands for log-likelihood ratio. 
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percentage) of recent (or historical) collisions (“outages”) on the particular user’s link, indications 1318 
of errors (like cyclic-redundancy-check failures) or erasures on the link, a device-model/version 1319 

indicator, large (max – min) data-rate variations, an application type (streaming video vs short 1320 

data packets vs audio, etc.), and/or other observable metrics.  Figure 8 also shows the current 1321 

reported MCS and channel-gain values can be observables used in the overall ESM process.  1322 

Sometimes features are extracted from other data and then converted into the observables, 1323 

possibly with nonlinear functions (for instance a neural-net rectified linear unit (RELU)) used on 1324 

the observable data [2], as a forthcoming example will suggest.    is typically a offset/constant 1325 

and thus  .  The LRM learns the row vector of coefficients .  The 1326 

observables can be similarly stacked into a column vector  , so  .  The QoS 1327 

criterion in (19) can be then updated to be the QoE criterion 1328 

  . (63) 1329 

 1330 

The LRM learns the customer-QoE probability  through the LRM’s collection of various 1331 

user QoE data.  Typically  is estimated (or updated) over an observation interval (typically 1332 

much longer than a symbol period) from this QoE data such as user-complaint calls to a 1333 

service/help desk, user requests for chat-box help, dispatches in some cases to a user’s location, 1334 
discontinuation of service (drop/quit the service), customer surveys, mean-opinion scores, and 1335 

like (or better yet “unlike”) buttons.   1336 
 1337 

The quantity  can be learned over several successive observation intervals and may 1338 

have distinct values for different types of observation intervals (like peak-use periods for the 1339 
evening in residences or off-peak use periods, even every hour, every day, etc.), and ESM can 1340 

apply an individual metric across such observation intervals that is as defined in (62).  As 1341 
mentioned above, clustering of users with common characteristics can also be used to apply 1342 

common training results to all members of the cluster.  The user clustering can include U subsets 1343 

(in a slight abuse of the U notation to mean number of users from Section 3, while here it means 1344 
number of user clusters).  A method for such clustering can be the “k-means clustering” [46] 1345 

where the clusters are based on the characteristics vectors 𝜽 being partitioned into U groups 1346 
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where the mean-square distance for any point in the group from the centroid of its group is 1347 
minimized over the choice of being in any other group. 1348 

 1349 

The base of the log in (62) simply scales the learned  .  Base 10 logarithms lead to simple 1350 

interpretations like  means the user is happy roughly 99% of the time, while 1351 

 is “five-nines reliability,” and so on.  The quantity  is presumed stationary or 1352 

really ergodic (if computed separately for different times like peak, off-peak or times of the week, 1353 

the terms “cyclo-stationary” or “cyclo-ergodic” might be more appropriate).   Connectivity-usage 1354 
patterns/statistics have been often found in the field to be consistently periodic, with of course 1355 

some random unpredictable part that augments the consistent cyclo-ergodic/stationary part.  1356 

The random part is inherently averaged or statistically bounded in ESM. 1357 
 1358 

The regression vector   can be computed from the raw data sets used to compute 1359 

which are matched to ’s observation intervals.  Such computation uses a time index of  for 1360 

the series of successive observation intervals.   For instance an observation interval in which any 1361 
of the events like call, dispatch, “unlike button”, etc. occurs could be viewed as a binary QoE 1362 

variable   with , while periods of no (negative) consumer reaction set .  These 1363 
variables can be aggregated into a data vector  over the set of such observation intervals.  1364 
Correspondingly, the observations’ value for the corresponding observation-interval index  is 1365 

. The matrix  stacks these vectors of measurements as rows so that .   1366 

By initializing estimate of  and defining the data’s intermediate probability estimate as 1367 

 , the quantity  can be estimated by  1368 

  . (64) 1369 

An Iteratively Reweighted Least-Squares (IRLS) (see [47]) can be computed over all the observed 1370 

data as 1371 

  , (65) 1372 

 which will converge over reasonable conditions [34]. 1373 

 1374 

 Once an acceptable  has been found, it can be used to compute an estimate of   1375 

through (62) for situations where the QoE actual data are not yet known, but presumably 1376 
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consistent ergodically with previous training.  This ergodic consistency could be particularized to 1377 
individual users and their applications/devics in use, depending on the LRM’s desired 1378 

sophistication (and age in terms of available earlier training data), as Subsection 4.2 further 1379 

examines.    1380 

 1381 

As the LRM experience grows over many observation intervals, the vector  can be used 1382 

along with the computed distribution  to predict the channels/dimensions to be used with 1383 

appropriate corresponding energy, but then also used to predict the modulation-coding-system 1384 

(MCS) parameters   that will be best ergodically.  The MCS parameters’ separation 1385 

(from assigned spectral energies) does not reduce the performance [14] and constitutes a 1386 

simplification over many previous RRM methods.  These MCS parameters, as a simplified function 1387 
of , are communicated to the radio node as a set of recommended policies to be taken for that 1388 

radio node’s observed subsequent instantaneous  values.   This is also reported (with 1389 

delay) to the LRM as historical data for the LRM’s subsequent calculations, as in Figure 8 to 1390 

complete the ESM feedback process.  In this manner the LRM can update its distributions and 1391 

derived functional outputs to accommodate any new (unexpected and not predicted) conditions.   1392 
 1393 

4.1.1 Example – Feature Extraction 1394 
 1395 

A QoE probability of  is observed in training data, meaning that only 1 user in 100 1396 

is showing discontent.  Three observable QoS parameters are available: the number of packet 1397 
errors over a certain time interval, the number of unexpected retrains or outages in that same 1398 

interval, and the difference in maximum data rate and minimum data rate over that same 1399 

interval.   In training or feature extraction, it is noted that discontent periods will often show that 1400 

at least 2 out Table 4a’s following 3 conditions are present (15-minute observation intervals 1401 

might be typical here): 1402 

Table 4a – Thresholds for 3 observables’ feature extraction 

Packet errors > 100   

Outages > 3   

Data Rate Change > 2   
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Table 4a’s simple feature extraction essentially hard limits the observable at a threshold of 1403 

occurrence.  Then, the  could be estimated perhaps resulting in  , 1404 

which would correspond then trivially to Table 4b’s QoE range specification: 1405 

Table 4b – Inferred feature extraction with continuous range between thresholds 

Very Stable   

Stable  

Unstable  

Very Unstable  

 1406 

        However, the observed feature extraction might instead be a piece-wise linear function with 1407 
extreme values  , but intermediate values allowed for indication levels below the thresholds. 1408 

In this case the   will take a continuum of values and fall into one of the ranges.  1409 

Thresholds could be learned (as could the values of  be adjusted).  This can be modeled as a 1410 

depth 2 neural network with a RELU in the first stage to implement the feature thresholds and 1411 

continuous outputs below Table 4a’s thresholds and the second (linear) stage to implement  .  1412 

The computed   then provides a means to assess if a current ESM guidance function may 1413 

need update on the MCS coding-parameter functions.  For instance, too many very unstable 1414 

measurements would suggest more conservative coding parameters (lower code rate and/or 1415 
smaller constellation size) be used in the guidance function, while very stable indications would 1416 
suggest higher code rates and larger constellation sizes for a larger data rates.   These in turn 1417 

could cause further adjustments in the thresholds and/or  values.  Subsection 4.2 next 1418 

elaborates more on fairly simple state-machine (or Markov models) that can be used for such 1419 

situations and largely ensure the feedback system’s stability. 1420 
 1421 
4.2 Markov Modeling of the regression and optimization processes 1422 
 1423 

Figure 9 provides an example of the LRM’s  state-transition representation of the MCS 1424 
parameter choices for a particular radio node.  Each box represents a state.  The darkened boxes 1425 

contain specific example numbers while all the empty boxes’ similar numbers can easily be 1426 

determined by inspection:  The constellation size  increases upward on the diagram and the 1427 
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code-rate parameter  increases to the right. The red-colored path indicates a possible sequence 1428 

of MCS choices that start at QPSK ( ) and  .  The ESM process first makes code-rate 1429 

increase to  while holding the constellation size to QPSK; then the ESM process increases 1430 

constellation size to 16QAM while maintaining code rate; these changes precede another code 1431 
rate increase, two more constellation-size increases and finally a code-rate decrease before a 1432 

state (MCS setting) is determined that looks to be the best for some system.  This sequence might 1433 

have occurred, for instance, for a code being optimized according to Equation (19).  This ESM-1434 
optimization sequence occurs in the LRM for certain QoE metrics learned as a function of 1435 

including the MCS “state” itself in the logistic regression process as shown in Figure 8’s feedback.   1436 

 1437 
Figure 9 – Optimization with a state-transition table (Hidden Markov Model). 1438 

 1439 
The LRM would presumably know the code and choices that a radio node can implement.  1440 

These may be specified in standards for the transmission system (for instance Wi-Fi has over 100 1441 

possible MCS settings in recent versions that are required by the 802.11 standards) or they could 1442 

be learned from observation of the radio-node-to-LRM-supplied MCS settings over time, perhaps 1443 
creating an initially sparse version of Figure 9 that expands as settings are observed and applied.  1444 

As Figure 9 indicates, up and to the right corresponds to better QoE while down and to the left 1445 

indicates worsening QoE.  Optimization clearly tries to get as far up and to the right in the state 1446 
machine as possible without producing poor QoE, because these directions correspond to higher 1447 
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data rate.   However, overly aggressive MCS settings could result in more interference to other 1448 
systems and their consequent responses that would in turn create more reverse interference and 1449 

thereby cause the channel gains to reduce and then the state to be moved left and/or down.   1450 

Further excessive rate or power could reduce unacceptably other users’ QoE.  This process 1451 

continues dynamically but focuses on learning the consistent (or ergodic) settings that lead to 1452 

best QoE.  Each possible transition would have an   threshold that determines if the 1453 

transition should be made (or if the present state is best).   1454 

 1455 

4.2.1 Example – QoE estimation: 1456 
 1457 

Table 5 illustrates 4 possible thresholds and actions for any particular state.  These rules 1458 
here are fixed in the table for illustration purposes but could be determined dynamically by 1459 
implementation with neural nets or other artificial intelligence methods and then would be 1460 
properly called reinforced learning, as per the above comments in Section 4’s introduction.  1461 
 1462 

Table 5 – Example table of QoE state transitions for 1% discontent probability 
Increase constellation size   Move up (+2) 

Increase code rate   Move right (+1) 
No change  Stay (0) 
Decrease code rate   Move left (-1) 
Decrease constellation size   Move down (-2) 

 1463 
The thresholds here appear higher than those in Section 3’s example.  However, that example 1464 

did not include the ergodic-average MCS parameters as an observable, which presumably is used 1465 
to drive QoE closer to the objective of 99% happy users.  The numbers in the 3rd column represent 1466 

potential indications given by the LRM MCS guidance in the form of an offset to the instantaneous 1467 

MCS that the radio node would otherwise (in the absence of ESM guidance) select.  These of 1468 
course arrive in parallel with channel and energy policy.  The MCS  could also be supplied 1469 

as a function of locally measured  , i.e. as a policy.  A +2 means move up in constellation size 1470 

relative to the nominal position in the state-transition diagram that would otherwise have been 1471 

selected, while +1 means move right, 0 means stay in the current state, and so on in Table 5.   A 1472 

more sophisticated system might allow for larger values in the 3rd column that would correspond 1473 

to more aggressive moves (more than adjacent boxes) in the state diagram.   This particular type 1474 

of optimization is relative to what the radio node would do without guidance and thus in effect 1475 
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uses and improves upon the radio node’s initial design-time models on MCS for a particular 1476 
channel.  1477 

5. Some ESM Results and Suggestions 1478 
 1479 

ESM results so far have used simple examples to illustrate concepts.   A deployed system’s 1480 
settings and information transfers require both good design and data-based experience.  Actual 1481 

observables, learned thresholds, exact choice of spectra-selection/optimization algorithm, state 1482 

deletion from state transition diagrams, distribution estimation, and other considerations can 1483 

vary from deployment to deployment.   In some cases, the actual data can also be too proprietary 1484 
for public disclosure.  This section attempts to illustrate field benefit achieved for some early ESM 1485 

field use. 1486 
 1487 

One important area is simply QoE versus QoS, and Subsection 5.1 addresses some field results 1488 
that show QoE estimates versus actual aggregated customer data.  Some suggestions appear for 1489 
various standards groups.  Some optimization benefits also are illustrated for various 1490 

geographical regions with some explanations.   Subsection 5.2 discusses logical interfaces 1491 
between radio nodes and the LRM that could be reasonably specified (or even where some may 1492 

already exist).  Synchronization assumptions often merit skepticism from experienced 1493 

communication engineers, as might be the case for Stage 3 ESM (despite its potential large 1494 
benefits).  Subsection 5.3 attempts to allay such concern.  1495 
   1496 
5.1 QoE/QoS correlations and ergodicity examples 1497 
 1498 
Section 4.1’s simple example on stability suggested the   have intermediate ranges, for 1499 

instance good, indeterminate, and bad.   Figure 10 illustrates ESM field-diagnostic correlation 1500 

with the two QoE raw-data inputs of connections that had complaint calls and connections that 1501 

needed a dispatch for repair.   These field results are for millions of customers who subscribe to 1502 

an internet service, with Wi-Fi as the last link, for which the QoE data was available after training 1503 

was complete.  Thus, Figure 10’s data is not the training data, but instead measures the QoE 1504 

estimation’s true accuracy.   QoS parameters including packet errors, retrain counts, and data 1505 

rate changes were reported to the LRM, and then the LRM-computed   with the 3 ranges 1506 

shown of good QoE (green), poor QoE (yellow), and bad QoE (red).   Clearly the projections based 1507 

on earlier training correlate well with new data in that the LRM’s declaration of a bad connection 1508 

correlates strongly with a large percentage of calls and dispatches.  This exhibits a form of 1509 
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ergodicity. Similarly, the LRM’s declaration of a good connection corresponds to comparatively 1510 
low call and dispatch incidents.   Once such correlation is established, the additional observable 1511 

of MCS-parameter choice can be introduced to improve further the total numbers of bad QoE 1512 

(unstable) customers, as in Figure 9’s ESM process. 1513 

 1514 

 1515 
Figure 10 – Illustration of correlation of calls/dispatches with LRM/ESM declaration of 1516 

connection QoE as good, poor, or bad. 1517 
  1518 

Figure 11 instead shows field results of very simple Stage 1 ESM based systems (only roughly 10-1519 

20 states in the state transition diagram) that are used to alter MCS parameters for large internet 1520 
service providers26 in the countries listed.  In these systems, basically the parameters that could 1521 

be varied were the code rate (2 choices roughly close to  ¾, and  ), a power-margin and data-1522 

rate combination of parameters equivalent to constellation size.  The different levels of 1523 

improvement merit some explanation.  The stability improvement plotted is the decrease in the 1524 

number of internet-service connections that were characterized as bad QoE after optimization 1525 

(as for example the red area in Figure 10) as a percentage of the bad QoE without optimization.  1526 

 
26 These service providers will have anywhere from a few hundred thousand to several million customers used in the 
results. 
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The UK and France are highly competitive internet-service markets with low prices and service-1527 
provider attempts to offer higher speeds to retain customers.  Thus, those country’s internet 1528 

connection speeds often see aggressive setting of MCS and data-rate parameters.   By isolating 1529 

only those customers who have poor QoE (as in Figure 11) and then optimizing them, ESM 1530 

improves upon otherwise overly conservative designs that previously had applied 1531 

correspondingly ubiquitous overly restrictive worst-case spectra and MCS choices (and thereby 1532 

ESM provides a better competitive internet service offering).  The United States in Figure 11 1533 

corresponds to a less competitive market (wireline internet plus Wi-Fi) with higher prices, and 1534 

thus has less aggressive speed-attempt practice for internet service providers.   Consequently 1535 

less gain occurs (although average connection speed is lower than in the countries with 1536 

aggressive speed attempts).  A different country ordering might be observed for wireless LTE 1537 

service, but the range of gains can be comparable.  Other countries’ lower stability improvements 1538 
in Figure 11 may be caused by less competitive markets and/or the offering of services that are 1539 

not as bandwidth consumptive.  1540 

 1541 

 1542 

 1543 
 1544 

Figure 11 – ESM QoE improvement in different global regions (Stage 1) 1545 
 1546 
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Figure 12 instead plots the simple QoS measure of (Wi-Fi here) throughput (so throughput 1547 
is defined as the volume of user data actually delivered over period of time) for a very simple 1548 

ODMA Stage 2 ESM.   In this case, the system used largely IEEE 802.11ac components from a lead 1549 

manufacturer who takes pride in excellent designs, larger number of antennas, advertised speed, 1550 

and expertise in their RRM methods sold.   This baseline 802.11ac system has NO ESM and shows 1551 

the speed distribution on average over several hundred thousand customers (all powered by a 1552 

fiber backhaul connection from the Wi-Fi access point so there was no “slow copper” limiting the 1553 

throughputs. Also note these throughputs are generally much lower than speeds normally 1554 

advertised for Wi-Fi connections).   The optimized system uses a very early form of simplified 1555 

Stage 1 ESM that was possible to impose on the system27.   Low throughputs tend to correlate to 1556 

poor QoE and the brown areas show a reduction by over 3x the number of such very low 1557 

throughputs (and correspondingly a shift towards higher average speeds throughout the 1558 
deployment).  1559 

 1560 

 1561 
Figure 12 – ESM Throughput increase field results (Optimized, Simple Stage 2) over NO ESM 1562 

(Baseline). 1563 
The authors at present have no field results on Stage 3 ESM because that would require equipment that 1564 
supports it, which at time of publication does not yet exist.   1565 
 1566 
5.2 Migration paths for ESM application interfaces 1567 
 1568 

Subsection 5.1 cites an issue of ESM-compatible management interfaces (sometimes 1569 

called “application programmer interfaces or “API’s”) for wireless equipment.  Each ESM Stage 1570 

 
27 The integrated-circuit manufacturer here was highly resistant to opening their interface to allow reasonable ESM, 
but it was possible to circumvent that resistance through the appreciated assistance of the box manufacturer and 
the internet service provider involved to allow some Stage 1 and 2 ESM. 
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requires increasingly more information or data from (and may provide somewhat more 1571 
information or control policies to – or “controls” for short) the radio node and tacitly from/to its 1572 

subtended devices.  This subsection attempts to enumerate those information flows for 1573 

consideration by standards groups, forums, or manufacturers who might consider providing such 1574 

“ESM-compatible” interfaces.  1575 

 1576 

This paper uses an index  to represent time in observation intervals.  Data and controls 1577 

to/from the LRM are thus associated with   in observation intervals since initialization28.  1578 

Typical intervals might be 15 minutes, 5 minutes, or 30 seconds. The radio node’s time-stamp 1579 

should accompany each information flow from the radio node to the LRM.  This should be the 1580 

absolute  index of the first transmission that used Figure 8’s associated transmit energy 1581 

 ,   and corresponding  .   For Stage 1 and 2 ESM, the time instant would 1582 

be the beginning of packet data transmission corresponding to the parameters and such 1583 
transmission’s duration in symbols.  For Stage 3, of the observation interval index should align 1584 

with some known and fixed multiple of the corresponding established common symbol clock.  1585 

Stage 1 and 2 do not need absolute accuracy of a common symbol clock and drifts or changes 1586 

manifest themselves in changes of the distribution  . 1587 

 1588 

5.2.1 Flows to the LRM 1589 
 1590 

For , the radio node can report essentially the power spectral density for each 1591 

used  band   and user  (those not reported should be zeroed for all ESM stages).   For instance 1592 

a transmit power of 17 dBm in a single channel 20 MHz corresponds to the power spectral density 1593 

of 17 -73 = -56 dBm/Hz.   If that same power is equally distributed to two 20-MHz-wide channels, 1594 

the reported energy is =-59 dBm/Hz.  If 4 antennas were used (with 4 spatial streams) 1595 

equally on the same 20 MHz channel, the number would be -62 dBm/Hz for each.   These numbers 1596 
apply to both LTE and Wi-Fi.   The reasonable range of transmit powers might range from as high 1597 

as +45 dBm/Hz in LTE systems to perhaps as low as -93 dBm/Hz in Wi-Fi (with any smaller value 1598 

causing no report and thus “0” energy emitted in that band) in 0.5 or 1 dB steps.   A good ESM 1599 
transmit reporting might include the energy in adjacent bands after filtering if known (since 1600 

 
28 If cyclo-ergodic periods occur then  may also be indexed as  where  is a cyclic or peak/valley index 

corresponding to statistically different epochs, which each though show ergodicity with respect to the value of  . 
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sidelobe energy is probably not zero) and could be large in a high-powered system.   Presumably 1601 
this transmit power will eventually be controlled by ESM politely, but it should also be reported 1602 

because ESM policy guidance may be ignored (or may need to be calibrated relative to issued 1603 

guidance).  1604 

 1605 

The parameter  is probably the most challenging in that present systems do not 1606 

report it, despite it being essentially the well-quoted SINR (signal to interference-and-noise ratio) 1607 

in technical documents, normalized to unity transmit power.  However, as in Subsection 2.3, LTE 1608 

systems for instance do compute a parameter called RSRQ (Reference Signal Received Quality) 1609 

that can be used to compute  1610 

  . (65) 1611 

The  is derived from LTE’s reported  (Reference Signal Received Power, See 1612 

Section 2) channel output signal power for certain received training signals that are specific to 1613 

the radio node (color) and measured by the receiver during training sequencies (or for inserted 1614 

pilot/reference signals in LTE).  is then the ratio of this to the total power received or 1615 

 (Received Signal Strength Indicator).   Section 2.3 explains this area further.  Wi-Fi does 1616 

not appear to report this  quantity nor   although it is internally necessary in 1617 

some form for all systems.   The LRM can learn or estimate it from reported MCS values if the 1618 

code is known, but reporting is more desirable.  Ideally Wi-Fi’s future reporting29 of an 1619 

 (along with ) for Wi-Fi would be helpful because it allows direct calculation 1620 

of  by the LRM. 1621 

Table 6a – Data Parameter flows (data elements) to an LRM with time stamps 

  Energy (per dimension of user and channel) in dBm/Hz, 1 dB steps from 

+45 to -93. 

  Energy (per dimension of user and channel) in dBm/Hz, 1 dB steps from 

+45 to -93. 

 
29 The reason that such a clearly important parameter is not reported is that its values might indirectly reveal 
manufacturers’ proprietary design choices.   However, the future opportunity might shift thought balance on such 
subjects. 
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  Energy (per dimension of user and channel) in dBm/Hz, 1 dB steps from 

+45 to -93. 

 Derived from and , with corresponding scales. 

 Derived from  and  

  Code rate and constellation sizes used, based on known allowed codes and 

constellations for the wireless transmission system. 

QoS Parameters   

  Number of failed attempts/collisions during the observation interval 

 Number of code (parity check) violations during the observation interval 

 The pair of maximum and minimum data rates occuring during the 

observation interval. 

 Code erasures (but possibly corrected) during the observation interval.  

 Binary, common-clock synchronization obtained; 
Also color of radio node to which such success was attained if value is 1. 

 downlink spatial channel response for band specified and 

tone/dimension specified within band. 

 1622 
The MCS parameters are known and exchanged in all wireless sytems of interest and simply need 1623 

reporting to the LRM (these are typically a finite number of options specified in standards).  Table 1624 

6a illustrates these parameters for potential assistance to groups considering standardizing or 1625 

agreeing on their use.   In the ESM case, at least the current  should be supplied; 1626 

however, also initial supply of the allowed values would be helpful. 1627 

 1628 

Stage 3 downlink transmission requires each radio node to measure the interference from 1629 

others using the known transmission packets that are used for training and or reference/pilots.   1630 

The radio node (and devices within) needs to support such measurement (that is, implement it) 1631 

and then report it as a complex vector of measured gain/phase channel coefficients (for a single 1632 

antenna at that device)  .  Preferably this is measured when the relevant radio node is silent.   1633 

The same methods that are used today for measuring its own such complex vector (same color) 1634 

can be used for a different color in this situation.   The value then is reported either directly from 1635 
the measuring device to the  LRM or indirectly through the radio node and then to the LRM.  The 1636 
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LRM can then average this over time.  If multiple values are observed in a single observation 1637 
interval, then the average can be supplied.  A power-delay-profile-like variance about this mean 1638 

for each  tap would also be useful.  Stage 3 uplink requires no reporting of coefficients.   Similar 1639 

parameters have been proposed as part of a Wi-Fi Alliance project in [48]. 1640 
 1641 
5.2.2 Flows from the LRM 1642 
 1643 

The LRM’s guidance functions will also need a time index for first implementation and 1644 

thereafter of any guidance (or change in guidance).   This index would be the same index and 1645 
resolution as that used in flows to the LRM.  Namely,  policy enforcement commences on  1646 

.   needs to account for some implementation delay.   The functional specification of energy 1647 

can trivialize in Stage 1 IW to the specification of the  water-level for each band, a constant  1648 

for all bands such that a binary band-use indicator control  is positive  if it is assumed that 1649 

MCS parameters are also specified simultaneously.  Table 6b lists the recommended controls.  1650 

This may simplify early ESM systems’ implementation.  Stage 2 expands to a tabular specification 1651 

of energy as  for each user sent to the radio node.  The locally measured channel gain (for 1652 

instance computed locally by (65)) is used as the index to the table (shown as size  in 1653 

Subsection 3.2).  These would correspond to the number of partitions of the gain range to be 1654 

used in computing the probability distribution  .  Subsection 2.5.1 suggests one such range  1655 

. 1656 

Table 6b – Control Policy flows (data elements) from an LRM with time stamp 

 
Stage 1 ESM 

 Water-fill level applied for used channels, vector of  entries 

  Table of used channels for each user as a function of that users measured 

channel gains.  The maximum size of the table is   

 Recommended values for code rate and constellation size for each user 
and band as a function of the channel gains. The size of the table is 

.  This may be simplied to a vector of offsets to current MCS 

use of the radio node with 5 entries of offsets as discussed in this section, 

as possible a function of  . 
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Stage 2 ESM (additionally specifies) 

  Table of transmit energies for the used band, maximum size . 

 
Stage 3 ESM (additionally specifies)  

  0 value means no synch to any other user.  Otherwise the value is the color 

of the radio node to which synchronization was successful.  

 The average complex transfer for a user on a channel for the specific 

frequency index provided (downlink only).  Variance may also optionally 

be supplied. 

 Priority ordered set of largest to smallest interference from other users 
into user u.  

 1657 

Table 6b’s MCS parameters show a full table indexed by  , although the relative state-1658 

machine offset described in Subsection 4.2 would be a simpler way to achieve the same 1659 

specification and make it relative also to local practice of the radio node and its client devices 1660 
(which may not otherwise be open by manufacturers to say what they do).   1661 
 1662 

Stage 3 ESM could require, in the uplink case only, an indication to the uplink radio-node 1663 
receiver of which color other-node user is to be treated first, second, third in the nominal internal 1664 

QR factorization (or determination of precoder).  This is not strictly needed by the LRM for uplink 1665 

Stage 3, but could be used for energy allocation guidance in systems with mixed ESM stages or 1666 
where ESM Stage 3 vectored cancellation is imperfect.    Stage 3 ESM downlink requires the same 1667 

prioritization and indication, but in this case will be based on the supplied.  This is sometimes 1668 

called  in standards (X for crosstalk, and linear specification).   1669 

 1670 
5.3 Synchronization thoughts 1671 
 1672 

Stage 3 ESM requires a common-symbol clock.   While inter-user phase shifts of a few 1673 

samples in OFDM systems (with their “guard intervals”) will not cause excessive interference 1674 

increase, the symbol frequency needs to be common and accurate.   This common symbol clock 1675 
is most useful in relatively stationary environments (the users are not moving or their movement 1676 

is slow).  In these cases, Stage 3 is possible.  If there is no common clock, only Stage 1 or 2 is 1677 
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feasible.  The LRM cannot be the source of the common clock, which means that Stage-3-ESM-1678 
compatible radio nodes would need to accommodate such a symbol clock in Wi-Fi (LTE systems 1679 

already have such a common clock).  However, it can indicate a control synchronization to  1680 

, effectively leading to a master clock confirmation at the LRM.  Even if this common clock drifts 1681 

with time, the average spatial inter-relationships should remain stable if the carrier clock is stable 1682 

(for instance a drift of 10-100 parts per million in clock corresponds to a spatial shift of 10-6 or 10-1683 
5 of a wavelength (which is typically small for most radio systems) and thus have small effect on 1684 

the stationary object’s relative spatial-position appearance. 1685 

 1686 

A simple process to establish such a Wi-Fi common clock follows: First a Stage 3 ESM-1687 

compliant radio node need only be phase-locked to a common symbol clock when it desires 1688 

transmission (otherwise it is silent, creating no interference nor sensing any).  Any radio node 1689 
today capable of collision detect (Wi-Fi) can “listen before it talks” and instead of waiting a 1690 

random period of time, this node can continue reception for the sole purpose of phase locking 1691 

to the largest interference it senses.  This radio node then transmits on that same symbol clock 1692 
(at energies or with notches/nulls accordingly observed).   It also reports who to the LRM.  In 1693 

turn, any other radio node that subsequently has traffic would follow the same procedure.  Any 1694 
hidden radio nodes from a first radio node would eventually synchronize to the same symbol 1695 
clock (unless they never experienced a silent period, which has probability zero).   Any non-ESM 1696 

radio nodes would affect themselves through the channel gains measured and lead the guidance 1697 
to accommodate that interference.   In a situation where no synchronization occurred, the 1698 

performance would fall back to Stage 2/1 or even to an existing collision-detection system with 1699 

consequent performance.  When all interfering systems report synchronization, Stage 3 ESM 1700 

control policies can be can be issued by the LRM. 1701 

6. Conclusions 1702 
 1703 

ESM’s learned exploitation of wireless-network’s statistical consistencies can help reduce 1704 

costs of existing RRM industry drives towards concentrated edge computing/reaction.  ESM also 1705 

can remove the need to have the as much computation for RRM at the edge because part of the 1706 
computational responsibility then moves to the cloud.   ESM methods may have largest 1707 

performance advantage when compared to collision-detection methods in unlicensed spectra 1708 

(like Wi-Fi) , but also provide some improvement on more centrally coordinated systems like 1709 
LTE’s 4G/5G by allowing artificially intelligent dimensional re-use by simultaneous users.  1710 

Increasingly sophisticated ESM stages could be accommodated by relatively minor adjustments 1711 

i ≠ u
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to management interfaces, and ensuring they are available to cloud/internet servers (even if on 1712 
slow control paths), that accommodate increasing ESM gain.  This also allows a significant 1713 

improvement on all systems, including LTE edge RRM despite RRM’s mobile-edge high-1714 

computational requirement.  ESM also provides a base upon which better QoE can be 1715 

accommodated and allows indeed movement of users/devices across many bands/regions as 1716 

they roam.   ESM provides a cost-effective alternative to low-latency-only management schemes 1717 

that merits and motivates further investigations as wireless networks evolve.   ESM also further 1718 

advances the industry direction toward efficient high-performance wireless now partially 1719 

supported by Wi-Fi 6 and 5G.  A range of practical matters, such as precise specification, accuracy 1720 

of such specification, etc. is best undertaken by standards groups. 1721 
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